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Abstract

This paper provides a selected bibliography of forest products utilization and marketing (U&M) publications of interest to Federal, State, and Extension U&M personnel. Renewed interest in U&M technical assistance by the National Association of State Foresters (NASF) and the USDA Forest Service, calls for rebuilding U&M capacity. Consequently, the author initiated a project to determine and ultimately provide this technical information. Topical areas include: forest products utilization and marketing references, log grading and scaling, lumber manufacturing (sawmilling and drying), lumber recovery, veneer, secondary manufacturing, business management, industrial development, marketing, and other resources in addition to basic wood technology references.
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Forest Products Utilization and Marketing—a Selected Bibliography of Technical Publications

Introduction

This paper provides a selected bibliography of information of interest to the Forest Products Utilization & Marketing (U&M) specialist. It is intended primarily for Federal, State, and Extension U&M specialists as reference source of important publications for use in their work in providing technical assistance to industry, communities, land managers and the general public. Based on recommendations of several veteran U&M specialists, this selected bibliography provides some of the best sources of technical information pertinent to U&M work. The scope of U&M technical assistance is also explored.

History and Development of Utilization & Marketing Assistance

The wide scope and breadth of today’s forest products U&M work can be better understood by reviewing the historical development of U&M assistance (Dramm 2001a). Forest products utilization and marketing (U&M) technical assistance improves quality and efficiencies of wood products manufacture, helps develop stronger wood product markets, and improves the economics of utilizing forest resources by the adoption of advanced technologies in forest harvesting and wood processing. Improved utilization and marketing of forest resources helps sustain rural forest dependent communities and stretches the Nation’s available wood and fiber raw material supplies. U&M assistance has been an integral part of economic/rural development as well as pioneered forest products conservation over the past 100 years. From 1900 to 1990, the U.S. industrial roundwood product output per cubic foot of industrial roundwood input increased by 50 percent (Zerbe 1999). This is accounted for by the improved efficiency of converting forest resources (e.g., logs) into usable primary products (e.g., lumber) made possible by forest products utilization research, technology transfer, and technical assistance.

Wood utilization assistance roots trace back to USDA Forest Service Research with the establishment of the Forest Products Laboratory (FPL) in Madison, Wisconsin in 1910. Initial work (1910–1913) was geared towards the basic understanding of wood, including engineering, mechanical, and chemical properties; wood identification; wood preservation; and plywood technology. Early on, the FPL realized that technical assistance to the forest products industry would be critical role in addition to its research mission.

During World War II the Timber Production War Project (TPWP), created by the Forest Service and the War Production Board, helped stimulate production of lumber, veneer, pulpwod, and other vital forest products. The FPL developed a number of publications for the numerous small mills filling war material needs (Telford 1943). Not only did these FPL publications cover manufacturing basics, but they also included information on how to conserve tires and fuel, how to construct materials-handling devices with limited available materials, and recycling for the war effort. The Forest Service, in cooperation with States, provided direct assistance to improve manufacturing efficiency in the forest products industry. Sawmill operators, loggers, and other forest workers were able to obtain scarce gasoline, tires, trucks, and other equipment needed to keep up production for the war effort.

Technical assistance was expanded after World War II, when Forest Service Research established the Forest Utilization Service (FUS) for improving technical assistance and economic development through the wise use of the nation’s forest resources. FUS units throughout the nation provided each of the regions of the country with research-trained wood utilization specialists in expertise. The major focus of the FUS program provided assistance for industrial development particularly where new technologies or new products could be developed (Bergoffen 1976). The FUS met twice each year at the Forest Products Laboratory to help guide utilization research.

The first large-scale U&M technical assistance effort by State & Private Forestry (S&PF) involved in salvaging timber from the great hurricane of 1938 in New England. Recovery efforts salvaged an estimated 2.6 billion board feet of blown down timber. The Forest Service salvaged and purchased usable logs and provided long-term storage in log ponds to be gradually absorbed by the log market. Efforts even included the operation of Forest Service owned sawmills to process salvaged logs (Smith 2000).
Under the Cooperative Forest Management Act, established in 1950, the Forest Service strengthened S&PF Cooperative Programs to give direct technical assistance to private forest landowners and operators and to processors of forest products. The Act expanded authorizations to include harvesting and marketing of forest products. Technology transfer of Forest Service research results and technical assistance responsibilities moved to the newly established Forest Products Utilization program under State and Private Forestry, Cooperative Forestry. The first task for the newly established S&PF Forest Products Utilization (FPU) Program was to develop new recruits from a cadre of State and Federal field foresters. A training plan for S&PF utilization and marketing (U&M) personnel was developed (Page 1966) and followed up with an extensive and intense 6-week U&M training session conducted for the new FPU recruits.

Forest Products U&M Specialists were required to have a broad background in forest products technology, utilization, marketing, economic feasibility, wood and fiber products, resource supply, and forest management. They provided on-the-ground technical assistance, knew the pitfalls of ideas that may not work, and suggested modifications for improved likelihood of project success. Above all, good salesmanship and the ability to build rapport with clients were paramount requirements of the U&M specialist (Page 1966).

One of the most successful accomplishments achieved through cooperative technology transfer was demonstrated by Forest Service utilization research and U&M Federal, Extension, and State programs in response to overcoming the increased demands for improved sawmill conversion efficiency. To this end, the Best Opening Face (BOF) system was developed at the Forest Products Laboratory (FPL) in the 1970s. Successful adoption of BOF technology by industry was made possible by a national technology transfer effort by the Sawmill Improvement Program (SIP). Sawmill assessment tools for increasing lumber recovery and improving sawmill conversion efficiency were developed. Wood Products Extension Specialists (CSREES) provided education and tools for improvement. State U&M specialists conducted SIP mill assessment studies.

Nationally, SIP was responsible for an improvement in lumber recovery of about 4% of the total U.S. softwood production. (Lunstrum 1974). Interest generated by the SIP program lead to commercialization of BOF by industry. Sawmill equipment manufacturers incorporated BOF technology with optical log scanners and computerized sawing systems to maximize recovery of softwood dimension lumber. This National cooperative FS Research, S&PF, Extension, and State effort aided the retooling and automation of the sawmill industry to successfully adapt to the shift from large old growth to small-diameter second-growth timber supplies.

The S&PF U&M program was refocused in 1992 to expanded opportunities for improving resource conservation and was renamed the Forest Products Conservation and Recycling (FPC&R) program. FPC&R identified three national priority issues: (1) economic development, (2) forest products conservation, and (3) recycling. FPC&R provides for integrating healthy environmental quality and economic growth through responsible use of forest resources to meet human needs. Its vision includes the continuing role of an active network of professionals capable of quick and reliable delivery of knowledge and expertise relating to the processing and marketing of forest goods and services.

Utilization Research, Technology Transfer, and Extension

Forest Service utilization research support plays a key role in developing solutions to unanswered questions, unsolved problems, and potential opportunities. Primary research institutions include the Forest Products Laboratory and Forest Service Research Stations engaged in utilization, marketing, harvesting, forest management, and economic research. Cooperative research with other Federal and State agencies, universities, and industrial cooperators are also important.

Technology transfer is a critical link between research and implementation of on-the-ground solutions to managing our natural resources and the communities they support. State and Regional assessments help identify research needs. Toward this end, the S&PF Technology Marketing Unit (TMU) stationed at the Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, WI, develops and provides technology transfer tools such as workshops, training programs for the Regional and State Forest Products Professionals, publications, promotional materials, directory of technical assistance professionals, communications and program website development. TMU provides a critical link between Forest Service Research and on-the-ground technology transfer of research results.

Wood Products Extension personnel (Wood Products Extension Program, USDA CSREES/NRE) play an important role in utilization and marketing training and assistance. The role of Extension specialists follows traditional services provided to industry within State Extension programs. Efforts extend to include regional or national levels depending on U&M
assistance needs. Additionally, professional societies provide forums for exchange of ideas among professionals and technology transfer through technical publications.

Regionally, the USDA Forest Service, State & Private Forestry, Northeastern Area maintains the Wood Education Research Center (WERC), Princeton, West Virginia. WERC provides education, training, and technology transfer opportunities. Forest Service Technology Development Centers as well as several university, state, and private sector institutes also provide additional assistance.

Besides U&M specialists, Forest Service Research and Cooperative Extension support, other technical resources are required. These include technical publications, analysis tools (e.g., economic spreadsheets, databases, and process improvement software, and checklists for improving operations). Forums to exchange ideas regularly and shared learning are critical tools for technology transfer and continuing education for technical assistance staffs. This includes U&M training opportunities, industry tours, and pilot demonstrations, as well as field studies providing on-the-job training. Perhaps the best examples of successful forums are the Northeastern Utilization & Marketing Council (NEU&M) and the Forest Products Society’s Technical Interest Groups, as well as the S&PF, Northeastern Area’s Wood Education and Research Center (WERC) in Princeton, West Virginia.

**Continued Need for Utilization & Marketing Assistance**

The ultimate goal of U&M technical assistance is to improve the capacity to manage the Nation’s forests through wise use. Such assistance provides tools for accomplishing a number of land management, rural/economic development, and objectives of National importance. The need for improved and expanded forest products U&M technical assistance centers on improved efficiency of processing and marketing of wood and fiber products. Improved processing efficiency and markets are critical for the economical use of low-value trees such as small-diameter softwoods and underutilized hardwoods. Poor market prices and limited utilization options hamper cost-effective forest and land management.

Technical assistance can take several forms for solving problems and capturing opportunities for improved utilization and marketing. Specific technical assistance may take the form of technology assessments, preliminary feasibility of technology options, technology transfer of forests products research, distribution of technical publications, and fielding technical inquiries and referrals for services not covered under the program. Current efforts focus on assistance to manufacturers, communities, and land managers to rebuild and retool processing capacity to economically use small-diameter and underutilized low-value trees in addition to more traditional improved processing efficiency and industrial development.

Since the mid 1980s, there has been a general national decline in Federal, State, and Extension forest products technical assistance program capacity. Currently, there are just a handful of Federal specialists within the FPC&R program. Several universities maintain Wood Product Extension programs but have also seen declines in U&M capacity. Many State U&M programs west of the Mississippi River have been abandoned altogether. More recently, this also occurred in the South. The last strong hold for U&M assistance is found within the State & Private Forestry’s Northeastern Area (NA). Even here, there continues to be a loss of on-the-ground U&M technical expertise. Several veteran State and Federal U&M specialists have retired or had their positions lost to budget cutbacks. Similarly, appropriate publications providing basic U&M technical information are either out-of-print or in limited supplies.

**Top 25 Forest Products Utilization Publications Project**

Renewed interest in U&M technical assistance by the National Association of State Foresters (NASF) and the USDA Forest Service, calls for rebuilding U&M capacity at the State and Federal levels. In an effort to meet the needs of State U&M programs, the Northeastern Area (NA), State & Private Forestry requested that a basic set of U&M technical publications be supplied to new U&M specialists. In response, the Technology Marketing Unit (TMU) at the Forest Products Laboratory (FPL) provided selected publications to several states.

A number of Federal, State, and Extension U&M specialists also suggested that the USDA Forest Service compile basic forest products utilization information packets. At a minimum, packets containing the top 10 or 20 forest products publications were proposed. Others suggested distributing a CD-ROM containing the top 100 publications. Still others suggested making this information readily available on the Internet.
As a result of these suggestions, the author initiated a project to determine and ultimately provide this technical information to all State, Federal, and Extension U&M specialists. Cooperators in the project included the Northeast Utilization and Marketing (NEU&M) Council and other S&PF Forest Products Conservation & Recycling (FPC&R) staff.

In 1999, veteran Federal, State, and Extension U&M specialists were asked to make recommendations for developing the list of forest products utilization and related publications. Over 350 different U&M publication suggestions were submitted for the Top 25 Forest Products Utilization Publications project. These suggestions were compiled into a list that was then reviewed and the number pared down. Each suggestion from the initial compiled list of publications was evaluated for appropriateness. Criteria for selecting the final list of choices were determined. An Ad-Hoc committee, comprised of the NEU&M Council officers and selected Federal, State, and Extension U&M veterans, ranked the publications on the basis of which ones would be the most beneficial to a new U&M specialist.

Availability of each of the top 25 publications was determined and additional copies were acquired by the TMU for limited distribution to U&M Federal, State, and Extension staffs. Abstracts (where available) of the selected top 25 publications were compiled. Hard copy and electronic copy availability, cost per copy, status, and action required were also determined. Out-of-print publications are available at: http://www.fpl.fs.fed.us/tmu/publications.htm. See the “Top 25 Utilization and Marketing Publications,” URL: http://www.fpl.fs.fed.us/tmu/top_25.htm.

A project report “Top 25 Forest Products Utilization Publications” was developed and distributed at the 2001 NEU&M Council Annual Meeting in Green Bay, Wisconsin (Dramm 2001b). The TMU also pursued a more extensive list of forest products utilization and marketing publications. These publications were compiled and made available electronically, primarily on the TMU’s Website. The TMU proceeded with this option in cooperation with the FPL in order to provide the greatest number of technical publications.

Selected Bibliography of Forest Products Utilization & Marketing Technical Publications

The following provides a more extensive selected annotated bibliography of forest products utilization publications for additional reference. The bibliography provides the publication citation and abstract (where available) or description of the citation’s contents where an abstract is not available. Topical areas include: forest products utilization and marketing references, forestry, harvesting, log grading and scaling, sawmilling, lumber drying and storage, lumber recovery and gradeyield, veneer and plywood, secondary manufacturing, business management, industrial development, marketing, wood energy, and other resources in addition to basic wood technology references. The mix of references reflects traditional U&M work throughout the years. Subjects such as sawmilling and lumber drying, marketing, and economic development and feasibility are traditional subjects of most interest. Consequently, those subjects received more attention than others such as special forest products, secondary manufacturing, and wood energy.

This bibliography has been limited to publications of interest within the duties described under the Forest Products Conservation & Recycling (FPC&R) program. Consequently, certain subjects have not been included at the author’s choice. These include subjects like timber bridges and rural development publications. Both of these subjects are expansive and deserve individual bibliographic reports. Similarly, small-diameter timber utilization, secondary manufacturing, and value-added publications have been limited to a few general interest reports. So too are the expansive references on forestry and forest management related to U&M work deserving of a separate bibliography. Finally, there are literally hundreds of regionally specific research reports that have not been included. The author leaves these subjects for others to pursue without apologies.

The reader should note that several of the bibliographic references listed are out-of-print or have had limited distribution and may be difficult to find. Every effort should be made to conserve these important U&M publications to pass along to the next generation of U&M specialists. The author would be interested in procuring additional copies of several of the older publications listed in this selected bibliography and to know the status of the availability of more current publications and updates. The author would also greatly appreciate receiving corrections or additions from readers.
Selected Bibliography Listing

FOREST PRODUCTS CONSERVATION & RECYCLING (FPC&R) PROGRAM


This directory lists all Forest Service Economic Action Program specialists and coordinators, State U&M specialists, Wood Products Extension specialists, and other sources of utilization & marketing technical assistance and information. Within the State and Private Forestry branch of the USDA Forest Service, the Forest Products Conservation & Recycling (FPC&R) staff is a highly specialized group of technical professionals with particular expertise in processing, converting, and adapting forest resources into goods and services. These professionals are also present in other Federal programs such as USDA's Extension programs and the Department of Interior's Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). However, the largest pool of professionals lies within the State governments for utilization and marketing (U&M) of their forest resources. We have assembled the directory as a reference guide in locating those professionals who can provide technical assistance and recommendations for improvement in the areas of timber harvesting, processing, and implementation of forest products as well as economic development, recycling, small-diameter and underutilized species, special forest products, and value-added product processing. The directory includes a state-by-state listing of the following information as well as Federal program listings.


Provides up to date forest products information and news of interest to all U&M specialists.


Appropriate publications providing basic forest products utilization and marketing (U&M) technical information are either out of print or in very limited supply. In an effort to meet the needs of State U&M programs, the author initiated a project to determine and ultimately provide this technical information to all State U&M specialists. Cooperators in the project included the Northeast Utilization and Marketing (NEU&M) Council and State & Private Forestry - Forest Products Conservation & Recycling (FPC&R) staff.


The work done by utilization and marketing specialists in improved utilization of Nation’s natural resources through more efficient processing of forest products has brought about substantial benefits. The history of this cadre of resource professionals serves as an integral part of keeping its people alive and alert to their role in the overall effort and what they need to do to accomplish their part. Historical record also helps members keep sight of the original goals of the organization and the sacrifices others have made to reach those goals. The continued need for utilization assistance has been an integral part of economic/rural development as well as pioneering forest products conservation since the early days of forestry in the United States.


The purpose of this plan is to prescribe training that will provide U&M personnel with the qualifications to do an effective job. This job entails bringing the results of research to the wood industry and assisting the landowner, logger, and wood processor with problems in utilization and marketing wood and wood products. The report describes the job, defines personal and professional qualities needed to do the job, and outlines practicable training plan that will produce men that can do the job satisfactorily. The basis for this training plan consists chiefly of three analyses of the training needs of U&M personnel and the findings of a National conference to explore these needs. A conference to discuss training needs and training plan for U&M personnel was held in Washington, D.C., November 1965. Conference
findings and recommendations made by a group of 12 state U&M men who participated in a wood technology course at North Carolina State University the summer of 1965 were also used in preparing the plan.

Techline Series. Forest Products Laboratory and Technology Marketing Unit. USDA Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, WI.

This series of one-page reports summarizes various utilization research projects within the USDA Forest Service, primarily at the Forest Products Laboratory. To date there are approximately 36 Techlines available.

UTILIZATION & MARKETING FIELD GUIDES & HANDBOOKS


Summarizes information on wood as an engineering material. Presents properties of wood and wood-based products of particular concern to the architect and engineer. Includes discussion of designing with wood and wood-based products along with some pertinent uses.


This pocket-sized Forest Products Utilization Handbook has been compiled for use by the Forest Products Utilization Forester. We have attempted the impossible task of putting everything you need to know in one book. The handbook will be revised periodically and your suggestions are welcomed.


This report describes 53 taxa of hardwoods of North America, which are organized alphabetically by genus. Descriptions include scientific name, trade name, distribution, tree characteristics, wood characteristics (general, weight, mechanical properties, drying, shrinkage, working properties, durability, preservation, toxicity and uses) and additional sources for information. Data were compiled from existing literature, mostly from research done at the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, WI.


This report describes 52 taxa of North American softwoods, which are organized alphabetically by genus. Descriptions include scientific name, trade name, distribution, tree characteristics, wood characteristics (e.g., general, weight, mechanical properties, drying, shrinkage, working properties, durability, preservation, uses, and toxicity), and additional sources of information. Data were compiled from existing literature, mostly from research done at the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin.

GENERAL WOOD SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY


Excellent overview of wood anatomy and properties in easy to understand terms.

Structure of Wood. 1980. USDA Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin. FPL-RN-04

Describes the physical and chemical structure of wood with special emphasis given to the interrelationships of fibers, cellulose, and to how the constituents of wood are used in industrial processes and products.
Inside Wood—A Short Trip into the Interior for the Layman. 1963. USDA Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin. FPL-014

An easy to understand, less technical, simplified version of Structure of Wood (see above).


Forestry and the timber trade are of great economic significance internationally and the importance of appropriate practice in primary wood processing is obvious. This book provides a comprehensive account of the forest products industry. The reasons for processing timber in a particular way are explained and the choice of techniques used is discussed. The authors examine salient features in sawmilling, panel products and pulp and paper, taking into careful consideration both the chemical and physical properties of wood and the enormous variability found in wood quality. The authors have wide experience of teaching the subject areas covered and have produced a book which will be of great use to students studying forestry, wood science and forest products as well as to personnel in the timber trade responsible for production and quality control.

Specific Gravity, Moisture Content, and Density Relationship for Wood. 1993. William T. Simpson. USDA Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin. FPL-GTR-76

This report reviews the basis for determining values for the density of wood as it depends on moisture content and specific gravity. The data are presented in several ways to meet the needs of a variety of users.


Photographic description of various hardwood and softwood species. Axis views of lumber samples.


The first edition of A Guide to Useful Woods of the World contained information on 201 species of wood that had originally appeared in the monthly issues of the International Wood Collectors Society Journal World of Wood. This all new 640-page edition introduces 78 additional species and includes a number of invaluable features not found in the original edition. Each species is described in a two-page Wood Data Sheet that is presented in standard international format and contains information on the scientific name, family, other names, distribution, the tree, the timber, seasoning, durability, workability, uses, and supplies. Specific gravity is included for all species, and shrinkage rates are included where available. In addition, each Wood Data Sheet includes a line drawing of a key botanical feature, a photomicrograph of the end grain of the wood, and a color photograph of a sample of the wood. Also included are a common name index, family name index, and scientific name index. The three appendices include a discussion of biology and taxonomy for woodworkers, insights on wood toxicity, and a list of selected references.


This revolutionary CD-ROM, authored by Dr. Jim L. Bowyer, Department of Wood and Paper Science, University of Minnesota, and Ruth L. Smith, President, WebSmith, Inc., presents a series of 15 modules designed to provide a basic understanding of wood as a material and of the principal products made of wood. Each module includes a review that tests understanding of key concepts. Also included in the series are over 700 photographs and graphics, animations, self-test scroll bars, and many other visually stimulating elements. Designed for use with IBM compatibles (Windows 95 or higher) or MAC PCs (OS 8.0 or higher) and either Internet Explorer 4.04+ or Netscape Navigator 4.5+. 

Abstract not available.


Abstract not available.

FORESTRY FIELD GUIDES & HANDBOOKS


The silvical characteristics of about 200 forest tree species and varieties are described. Most are native to the 50 United States and Puerto Rico, but a few are introduced and naturalized. Information on habitat, life history, and genetics is given for 15 genera, 63 species, and 20 varieties of conifers and for 58 genera, 128 species, and 6 varieties of hardwoods. These represent most of the commercially important trees of the United States and Canada and some of those from Mexico and the Caribbean Islands, making this a reference for virtually all of North America. A special feature of this edition is the inclusion of 19 tropical and subtropical species. These additions are native and introduced trees of the southern border of the United States from Florida to Texas and California, and also from Hawaii and Puerto Rico.


This illustrated classic contains vital on-the-ground forestry information. A revised and reorganized practical reference for the working field forester, incorporating the latest information and new, improved methods in such critical areas as U.S. forest law and policy, forest taxation, cost accounting and accomplishment reporting, pesticide and environmental aspects, safety, and public involvement procedures.


This field guide provides practical information for U&M and field foresters on: (1) Surveying and timber cruising, (2) Log scaling, (3) Reforestation, (4) Timber stand improvement (TSI), (5) Silvicultural information, (6) Economic information, and (7) Conversion factors.


This field guide provides practical information for U&M and field foresters on: (1) Surveying and timber cruising, (2) Log scaling, (3) Reforestation, (4) Timber stand improvement (TSI), (5) Silvicultural information, (6) Economic information, and (7) Conversion factors.


This field guide provides practical information for field foresters on: (1) Surveying and timber cruising, (2) Log scaling, (3) Silvicultural information, (4) Site index curves, (5) Forest soils, and (6) Conversion factors.
FOREST INVENTORY ANALYSIS (FIA) & TIMBER PRODUCT OUTPUT (TPO)


Continued growth and sustainable development of fiber supply in the U.S. pulp and paper sector appears to be assured for decades to come because of ongoing improvements in forest management, along with projected shifts in product markets, international trade, and production technology. The analysis encompassed economic projections of regional trends in pulpwood supply and demand, process substitution and capacity growth, trends in paper recycling, and potential development of agricultural fiber resources, as well as overall trends in production, consumption, and trade throughout the pulp and paper sector. This paper summarizes the analysis, key assumptions, and key findings related to projected fiber supply and demand in the U.S. pulp and paper sector.


Provides a general review of forestlands in the United States including timberland areas and inventories, mortality, growth, and removals.


For more than a century, national assessments of supply and demand trends for timber have helped shape perceptions of future commodity consumption and resource trends. These perceptions have guided forest policy. Since 1952, U.S. timber harvest has risen by nearly 67 percent, accompanied by growing timber inventories on both public and private lands, but there has been a decline in the critical private timberland base. The current assessment envisions forest products consumption rising 42 percent by 2050 and marked shifts in the extent and location of domestic and imported supplies. Prospective shifts include a temporary near-term decline in U.S. roundwood harvest and an increase in the share of consumption from imports. In the longer term, U.S. timber harvest expands by 24 percent. As a result of steady improvement in growth and productivity on U.S. forestlands, this increased harvest is accommodated by continued expansion in inventory despite decreasing area in the private timberland base.


This report is a compilation of timber product output for the United States and the five Resources Planning Act regions for 1996 and is a companion report to the Forest Resources of the United States, 1997. Roundwood output from the Nation's forests totaled 16.4 billion cubic feet, 8 percent less than in 1991. Saw logs were the leading roundwood product at 7.1 billion cubic feet; pulpwood ranked second at 5.2 billion cubic feet; and veneer logs were third at 1.3 billion cubic feet. The South supplied 58 percent of the Nation's timber product output and had 7 of the top 10 producing States. Softwood species accounted for 61 percent of output, and nonindustrial private forest owners supplied 60 percent of the Nation's roundwood products. Mill byproducts generated from primary manufacturers totaled 6.1 billion cubic feet. Only 2 percent of the mill residues were not used. Mill residue was used primarily for fuel and fiber products.

TIMBER HARVESTING


Provides definitions for 1,026 words and terms used in timber harvesting and forest engineering, with an emphasis on terms related to timber harvesting operations. Terminology dealing with basic forestry, harvesting equipment, and economics is stressed.

This book is a collection of 30 articles originally published in The Northern Logger & Timber Processor magazine under the series title How to Improve Logging Profits.


Abstract not available.


Provides practical information on timber harvesting including chain saws, hand tools, felling, limbing, bucking, skidding, loading, and hauling.


Logging Practices not only shows what happens during timber harvesting but also how and why it happens. The book gives an overall view of the systems, equipment, and practices used in North America to harvest timber crops. Its thorough coverage includes such essential subjects as forest resources, woods labor, operations planning, ground skidding, cable and aerial logging, safety management, and production control. In addition it gives the small practical details the industry need in order to obtain maximum value from timber and land resources. One of the major contributions of this book is its emphasis on the "systems" approach. To understand timber-harvesting systems it is necessary to see that they are made up of smaller systems called components, and that these in turn are made up of subsystems called elements. It is also necessary to realize that timber harvesting is itself part of the larger, dominant system, which includes manufacturing, marketing, transportation, sales and much else. The book describes the basic components and elements and makes it clear that only by comprehending the various hierarchical relationships among them will it be possible to meet both the short- and long-term goals of the dominant system.


Conway covers everything from crew organization through cutting patterns, felling, bucking, and safety procedures—with the objective of increasing efficiency and profitability.


The author discusses several safety models, including the "Three E’s": engineering, education, and enforcement; the Heinrich-Lateiner model; the organizational model; and the behavioral safety model. Rummer encourages approaching safety from a broader perspective, enabling the industry to track changes in all aspects and to keep leading the safety target.


Abstract not available.


This paper analyzes equipment costs and gives a procedure for estimating them. It is intended for those who are in the logging business and need a standardized guide to help them appraise the efficiency and production costs of logging equipment. It can also be used as a basic teaching aid for forestry students.
Ladder fuels and dense pockets of young Douglas-fir make it especially difficult, if not impossible, to get desirable results with prescribed fire in ponderosa pine stands without some creative burning techniques or mechanical preburn treatment using equipment and techniques discussed in this report. Although stands of ponderosa pine with Douglas-fir encroachment are the focus for fuel treatments in this report, the equipment and techniques discussed will probably have applications for other species. This report consists of two sections. The first section contains the results of numerous interviews, a field survey, and a literature search. This section discusses fuel reduction equipment and methods that have been tried in the past, those that are currently being used, and those that may warrant consideration in the future. The second section is a catalog of equipment suitable to treat landscape areas before prescribed burns. It is the result of an extensive market search. The catalog is designed to help forest managers make informed decisions. It profiles a variety of small and large pieces of equipment suitable for many different situations and budgets. To keep the size of the catalog manageable, equipment that is commonly available and well known is not included (equipment such as skidders, excavators, loaders, and so forth).


Describes and analyzes all elements of equipment cost and gives a procedure for estimating them.


Several methods of calculating machine rates, costs, and productivity for both single pieces of logging equipment and for logging systems are discussed.


The best commercial logging will damage at least some residual trees during all forms of partial cutting, no matter how carefully done. Yet recommendations at the end of this Note show there is much that you can do to limit damage by proper road and trail layout, proper training and supervision of crews, appropriate equipment, and diligence.


Discusses the advantages and disadvantages of various time study methods for determining efficiency and productivity in logging. The work sampling method is compared with the continuous time-study method. Gives the feasibility, capability, and limitation of the work sampling method.


The authors develop a new model for harvest operation costs that can be used to evaluate stands for potential harvest. The model is based on felling, extraction, and access costs, and is unique in its consideration of the interaction between harvest area shapes and access roads. The scientists illustrate the model and evaluate the impact of stand size, volume, and road cost when determining harvest layouts. Since the approach lays the foundation for operational and tactical integration, future research will integrate the two levels for both the single and multi-period problem.
This publication discusses basic marketing and economic concepts, planning approach, and feasibility methodology for assessing log sort yard operations. Special attention is given to sorting small-diameter and underutilized logs from forest restoration, fuels reduction, and thinning operations. A planned programming approach of objectively determining the feasibility of establishing a log sort yard operation is recommended. This critical thinking will help develop the strategic, marketing, business, and operational plans to guide the development and operation of the log sort yard. Preliminary financial feasibility should begin early in the planning process because it helps focus efforts on potentially viable opportunities and saves time, effort, and money chasing poor investment scenarios. After options have been narrowed, detailed resource assessment, markets, and financial analyses are done. Several critical factors are considered and evaluated for each log sort yard scenario. Although commercial log sort yards have a proven track record throughout North America, small community-based and government-operated log yards have had limited success. Serious consideration must be given to employing an experienced log sort yard contractor to operate and manage the day-to-day operations. Several operational, policy, and judicial issues would need to be resolved for government and community log sort yards to operate successfully in the United States.

This paper provides a general overview of current log-sort yard operations in the United States, including an extensive literature review and information collected during on-site visits to several operations throughout the nation. Log-sort yards provide many services in marketing wood and fiber by concentrating, merchandising, processing, sorting, and adding value to logs. Such operations supply forest products firms with desired raw materials, which helps improve their bottom line by reducing the number of marginal logs processed. Ultimately, sorting logs leads to better use of the available timber resources. Successful log-sort yards are self-sufficient and have well-established markets and a steady supply of wood. Log sort yard concepts and analysis described in this report have broad applications.

This extensive handbook is a guide for locating, designing and modifying dryland logsort yards. It stresses sortyard systems analysis and design rather than construction details.

Provides an extensive discussion of planning (industrial and civil engineering principles, site selection, materials handling, equipment and processing); system layout and evaluation (layout and flow space considerations and financial evaluation of alternatives); and construction and system operation guidelines for dry land log sort yards.

This paper discusses a number of log rules in use with tables of board foot estimates. Includes discussion of several diagrammatic and formula log rules and log rule tables. A log rule may be defined as a table or formula showing the estimated net yield for logs of a given diameter and length. Ordinarily the yield is expressed in terms of board feet of finished lumber, though in a few rules give the cubic volume of the log or some fraction of it. Built into each log rule are allowances for losses due to such things as slabs, saw kerp, edgings, and shrinkage. At first glance, it would seem to be a relatively simple matter to devise such a rule and having done so that should be the end of the problem. But it would seem so only to those who are unfamiliar with the great variations in the dimensions of lumber which may be produced from a log, with variations in the equipment used in producing this lumber and the skills of various operators, and finally, with the variations in the logs. All of these have an effect on the portion of the total log volume that ends up as
usable lumber and the portion that becomes mill residue. Historically, no industrial organization or government agency had control over the measurement of logs, each district or even individual buyers could devise a rule to fit a particular set of operating conditions. The result is that in the United States and Canada there are over 95 recognized rules bearing about 185 names. In addition, there are numerous local variations in the application of any given rule.


A guide to hardwood log grading (revised) was developed as a teaching aid and field reference in grading hardwood logs. Outlines basic principles and gives detailed practical applications, with illustrations, in grading hardwood logs. Includes standards for various use classes. This publication supercedes “Hardwood Log Grades for Standard Lumber,” (FPL-63.) and the 1963 report “A Guide to Hardwood Log Grading” by Ostrander and others.


This booklet describes methods of using available material to teach and apply the Forest Service Hardwood Log Grades for Standard Lumber. It is primarily written for use by mill owners and superintendents, college professors, or others involved in group education and training of timber buyers and sellers. It is based primarily on 5 years of experience in teaching Forest Service Hardwood Log Grades at the Annual Hardwood Log and Lumber Grading Course at Louisiana Tech University, Ruston, Louisiana.


Provides standard Forest Service-wide procedures and instructions for scaling National Forest timber. Includes: theory and principles of scaling, defect-deduction methods, log defects and deductions, special scaling requirements, check scaling, and other forms of measurement.


Provides procedural direction for cubic scaling National Forest timber. Includes: general scaling requirements, cubic log scaling rules, measurement methods for other products, utilization assessment, and sample scaling.


The conversion factor generally used to convert logs measured in (thousand) board feet to cubic meters has traditionally been set at 4.53. Because of diminishing old growth, large-diameter trees, the average conversion factor has risen, as illustrated in this analysis of Washington state sawmill data over the period 1970–1998. Conversion factors for coastal and interior Washington were estimated at 6.76 and 5.93, respectively, up from 4.0 to 4.5 in the 1970s. Average saw-log diameters over the same period were estimated to have declined from 56 to 29 cm for coastal Washington and from 41 to 25 cm for interior Washington.


Provides procedural direction for cubic scaling National Forest timber. Includes: general scaling requirements, cubic log scaling rules, measurement methods for other products, utilization assessment, and sample scaling.


Concise information, including Variable Plot and 3P Cruising (and a method for combining these surveys); regeneration surveys; taper equations; V-Bar measurements; and $-Bar assessment. Deals primarily with western timber, but has been used throughout the United States and Canada. 124 pages of tables including cubic-foot volume, board foot volume and more. 5" x 6-1/2” x 1”, with plastic covers. 439 Pages.
HARDWOOD TIMBER & LOG DEFECTS & TREE GRADING


The Photographic Guide to Selected External Defect Indicators and Associated Internal Defects—Northern Red Oak. 1982. Rast, Everette D.; John A. Beaton; and David L. Sonderman. USDA Forest Service, Northeastern Forest Experiment Station. NE-511.


Each publication in this series describes hardwood lumber defects and external indicators of such defects in trees and logs. To properly classify or grade logs or trees, one must be able to correctly identify indicators and assess the effect of the underlying defect on possible end products. This guide assists the individual in identifying the surface defect indicators and shows the progressive stages of the defect throughout its development for the species specified. Several types of external defect indicators and associated defects that are particularly difficult to evaluate are illustrated and described.


Comprehensive handbook on the causes of wood defects and the effect of these defects on the utilization potential of hardwood timber. Basic information in this handbook was first published in Ag. Hdbk No. 244, Grade Defects in Hardwood Timber and Logs.


Tree grading provides a way to evaluate the quality characteristics and value of standing hardwood trees. This is important because the differences in price between high-quality and low-quality end products can be very large. Since hardwood timber varies greatly in quality and value among species, within species, and even within specific geographic areas, timber producers and buyers know that an accurate tree grading system is an objective way to account for quality variation and provide a basis for negotiation between buyers and sellers.

Presents a method of estimating lumber yields for hardwood trees. The grading system was developed using sugar maple but could apply to similar species.

GENERAL SAWMILLING REFERENCES


Discusses accurate sawing of lumber by circular sawmills, specifically on proper sawing method and mechanical components that affect the primary sawing function for increasing sawing efficiency and economy. This manual was written for circular sawmill operators who recognize the need for producing the maximum yield of well-manufactured lumber in the shortest possible time. It is concerned with primary sawing and all the mechanical components that affect the primary sawing function. Through the use of this manual, many circular sawmill operators can increase the efficiency of their sawing operation. Many operators could realize an increase of 10 percent or more in lumber output by improving the accuracy of their cutting. This means not only substantial savings in timber resources but also a lowering of per-unit cost and consequently higher profits for the operation. Determination to correct deficiencies and insuring that every piece of equipment related to sawing operates properly and functions smoothly together as a unit are keys improvement.


This updated edition of the definitive book on lumber manufacturing techniques looks at the modern, efficient mill as a total system -- from the handling of raw materials through the finished product. It also includes coverage of developments in scanner-computer systems, automatic grading, sorting and packaging systems, and automatic data collection. Each unit of the mill is examined and described in detail. Every method, operation, and technique is illustrated and documented with easy-to-read graphs and tables. More than 30 chapters examine five central topics: supplying and preparing the raw material; rough lumber manufacturing; manufacturing dry lumber, chips, and fuel; measuring performance, controlling quality, and maintaining equipment; and principal sawmill types. This practical book is indispensable for management, technical, and operations people who must keep up with the best methods and techniques for producing profitable yield from available raw materials.


This results-oriented book explains the profitable philosophies behind sawing and describes high-yield equipment, simple and efficient mill layouts, quality lumber drying processes, and value-added techniques. Developed as a hands-on guide for the small mill operator who wants more than the status quo and needs to prepare the mill for the future, this book is also an excellent introduction for novices who need a good understanding of the theory and practical aspects of sawmill operations. With dozens of photos and illustrations showing how sawmilling principles are put into practice, the book’s contents cover: the raw material; sawing patterns (the key to yield and productivity); sawmill equipment for primary breakdown; secondary breakdown; edging, trimming, and sorting; mill layouts; lumber drying; and value-added manufacturing. If your sawmill produces 3 to 20 million board feet annually, this book shows you how to survive, prosper, and ensure future profitability.


These proceedings provide a compilation of papers and discussions presented at the Sawmill Clinics held in Portland, Oregon from 1973 to 1979. The proceedings provide the industry's latest ideas and techniques for its survival and future health. With the high cost of logs, the trend to smaller log processing, and the increasing demand for lumber in face of dwindling log supply, it is essential to optimize production and recovery. Today’s sawmill managers must choose between the many products and systems competing to fill the existing technological void. Therefore, the 1973 Sawmill
Clinic was organized to provide a forum for sawmillers and their industry suppliers. Detailing their discussions of common problems and experience, these proceedings include practical, tested ideas on such subjects as log scaling, handling and sorting, log breakdown, best opening face, drying, maintenance and electronic control.

Successive Sawmill Clinics continued focus on innovative methods for achieving maximum utilization of the timber resource including topics such as lumber size quality control, mill residue utilization, co-generation, industrial safety, marketing, exporting wood products, thin-kerf saws, saw filing and mill maintenance, cost reduction, and business management controls in addition to state-of-the-art sawmill and plywood optimization technology.


These proceedings provide a compilation of papers and discussions presented at the Sawmill Clinics held in New Orleans, Louisiana. Volume 2 (1973) and Volume 4 (1974) reports the proceedings of the southern Sawmill Clinics. While Volumes 2 and 4 deal mainly with the southern softwood timber resource, the basic principles of engineering and production are applicable in other lumber producing regions. The overall challenge for the industry is the same—to do a better job of handling the increasing volume of small-diameter timber and of converting it into products matching market needs and mill capabilities. The proceedings explain how mill operators and machinery manufacturers are meeting that challenge today.


In 1980, The Portland Sawmill Clinic and Plywood Clinic combined into the Sawmill and Panel Clinic. These proceedings present the Clinic papers. Volumes 1 and 2 continued the theme of improved utilization.


In followup to successful Sawmill Clinics in Portland and New Orleans, a Hardwood Sawmill Clinic was conducted in 1976. This paper presents the proceedings of this Clinic.


Abstract not available.


Abstract not available.


This classic publication is a guidebook for small sawmill operators, especially for those using circular saw headrigs and carriage systems.


This is a historically important text written by a pioneering sawmill utilization researcher. Oakleaf, then in charge of Research in the Forest Products North Pacific District, U.S. Forest Service, provides information on the methods and costs of constructing and operating plants for the manufacture of lumber in the region west of the Cascade Mountains in Oregon and Washington. The information is intended primarily for National Forest timber appraisers and other National Forest officers, for lumbermen not familiar with the manufacture of Douglas fir and for students of forestry.

SAWMILL AUTOMATION & OPTIMIZATION


Production of lumber, especially from small logs, is in essence the fitting of rectangles into a circle. For any given set of conditions the sizes of the lumber and the size of the log are fixed. Maximization of yield becomes a geometrical problem with the key being width of the opening face. This paper presents a system called BOF for Best Opening Face width which makes it possible to precisely locate the opening face. An example is presented for the five common log breakdown methods with logs of a diameter range of 4.6 to 20.5 inches, by 0.1-inch-increments. Three of these methods have the possibility of varying opening face width. The average difference in yield for the best and poorest opening for these three methods are 27, 21, and 8 percent. If it is assumed industry practices are midway between the best and poorest points, substantial industry increases may be possible. This research makes possible an automated mill system through the use of presently available precise diameter- measuring equipment, numerically controlled log positioning equipment, a mini-computer, and the opening face data available from the BOF program. The BOF program also makes possible precise comparison of the potential yields of each of the five sawing methods. Of these, the variable-opening-face live sawing method is shown to be consistently the best.


Scanning technology and process optimization are indispensable in today’s competitive forest products industry, particularly considering the high cost of logs which accounts for almost 80% of the cost of lumber. To operate profitably, mills must utilize logs to their maximum potential. Optimization of any operation requires machine vision technology that can accurately determine log geometry and external and internal features considered as defects, as well as computer technology that provides a solution at production speed. Electronic scanning is one of the most rapidly changing technologies in the wood industry mostly due to tremendous advances in data processing. This book provides an overview of various scanning methods and their application to the wood industry in order to maximize processing efficiency and value recovery. Topics include: enterprise optimization using scanning and process control as management tools; optimizing log bucking and sorting; three dimensional log scanning for automation of log breakdown; lumber scanning for optimized edging, ripping, and cross-cutting; and automated defect detection for lumber grading. This book contains a selection of papers which were presented at International Conferences on Scanning Technology in the Wood Products Industry and provides mill managers with practical guidance on the selection of scanning and process optimization systems for primary and secondary wood processing.


A computerized lumber mill with a series of automated subsystems can save 25%, or more, on raw material costs. Since raw material can be as much as 90% of the total cost of sales, the savings potential is enormous. This hands-on guide shows you how to evaluate your needs and implement process controls which measure and control raw material and machine variables. The three main sections are: process control equipment; applications in the yard and mill; and process management and quality control. In addition there are detailed tables of performance standards, log yields, and conversion factors; a glossary of terms; and a check list of programmable logic controller capabilities. This book is an essential reference for anyone who plans, designs, operates, and maintains facilities for processing logs, lumber, and other wood products.

A nationwide survey of advanced scanning and optimizing technology in the hardwood sawmill industry was conducted in the fall of 1999. Three specific hardwood sawmill technologies were examined that included current edger-optimizer systems, future edger-optimizer systems, and future automated grading systems. The objectives of the research were to determine differences between user groups for advanced scanning and optimizing technologies and to identify company expectations of these technologies. Three comparison groupings were used including company size, sawmill technology, and National Hardwood Lumber Association affiliation. These objectives were chosen because timely information for this technology was not available. The survey consisted of a mail questionnaire sent to over 2,000 hardwood sawmills. Adoption decision factors for scanning and optimizing technologies were rated on a 7-point Likert-type scale. Improved raw material recovery and increased lumber revenues were the two most highly rated factors for both current edger-optimizer and future edger-optimizer systems. Accuracy of grading and system lifespan were the most highly rated factors for automated grading systems. Responding companies expressed concern over the high initial cost of such technology; however, a short return on investment outweighed the high initial cost issue in many cases. For those that have adopted advanced scanning and optimizing technology, production-related issues were the driving factors.


Many segments of the forest products industry have seen significant technological leaps in manufacturing. These new technologies and new products are instrumental in meeting the increasing demand for wood products. The hardwood lumber industry has not followed this trend, however. The hardwood sawmill industry, as a whole, has not readily adopted advancements in sawmill technology. This leaves a great deal of room for improvement in the hardwood sawmill industry. The demographics of the hardwood sawmill industry may in part drive this reluctance to adopt new technology. Despite the recent trend toward consolidation in the industry, a significant number of hardwood sawmills are small. Companies of this nature may not have the capital or the supporting market share to justify purchasing advanced technology equipment. However, a significant number of large- and medium-sized mills do exist, and are a potential market for hardwood sawmill technology. In addition, the existence of several manufacturers of commercial scanning and optimizing technology suggests that there is a market for this equipment; however, this market is not well developed. A small segment of hardwood sawmills have adopted advanced scanning and optimizing technology such as edger-optimizers and trimmer-optimizers. As the names suggest, these technologies are designed to optimize (or partially optimize) production. Slow adoption of this technology may also stem from the lack of quality market information supporting scanning and optimizing technology.

**PRIMARY LOG BREAKDOWN**

Is there a "Best" Sawing Method? 1978. Hallock, Hiram; Abigail R. Strern; and David W. Lewis. USDA Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin. FPL-280

The Best Opening Face (BOF) computer sawing program has been used to investigate the relationship, in terms of lumber yield, of log diameter (5 to 20 in.), log length (8 to 24 ft.), and taper (1 to 5 in.) to eight of the most commonly used sawing methods. Results generally show that logs 16 feet or shorter and with 3 inches or less of taper, yield best when sawn by one sawing method, and those longer and with more taper by another method. Results of this research can form the basis for making rational selection of sawing systems in new mills when the log mix to be processed is known. As examples of the potential of this information in management decisions, three actual sawmill log mixes were analyzed in terms of expected yields by each of the sawing methods.


Provides supplemental information and tables for FPL-280 (see above).

Best Opening Face (BOF) was used to compare centered and three offset sawing patterns and there effect on lumber recovery.


Provides supplemental information and tables for FPL-321 (see above).


Coniferous forests composed mostly of small-diameter trees now predominate in North America, Northern Europe, Scandinavia, and Siberia. Smaller more uniform trees lend themselves to automation from harvesting, transportation, and conversion into lumber. This book discusses, sawmill automation, computerization, scanning, and high production aspects of small log processing.


Abstract not available.


Abstract not available.

Some Thoughts on Marginal Sawlogs. 1964. Hallock, Hiram. USDA Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory. Madison, WI.

Much of the economic difficulty experienced by operating sawmills stems from milling substantial quantities of logs whose costs exceed the value of the products derived from them. Existing technology, if applied, could result in lowering the costs and increasing the value of the primary product, lumber. Both of these aspects, either independently or in association, greatly reduce the volume of non-profitable logs which a mill must process.


Abstract not available.


This paper describes grade sawing procedures for improving lumber grade yield recovery from hardwood factory logs. Basic principles of hardwood lumber grades are applied to simplified sawing procedures to accomplish improved grade recovery. Discussion includes positioning surface defects in relation to opening faces. Special consideration is given to defects such as seams, end splits, and rot as well as sawing sweepy logs. While the head sawyer duties are the primary focus of this paper, edging and trimming considerations are also covered.


Expands on "A Simplified Procedure for Developing Grade Lumber from Hardwood Logs."

For many sawmillers a freezing temperature is the signal to shut down operations and wait for more favorable conditions. Sawing frozen logs is probably the severest test a mill can face, yet many mills operate successfully in the winter. What makes the difference? The following suggestions may help your operation in cold-weather sawing.


Procedures for quartersawing hardwood factory lumber logs are discussed.

SECONDARY BREAKDOWN—EDGING & TRIMMING


Many technical terms used in the Rules of the National Hardwood Lumber Association and in hardwood lumber industry are defined and explained. The Rules themselves are explained and their implication is described and illustrated in the group of many typical boards.

Guidelines are provided for edging and trimming hardwood lumber to maximize its value within the constraint of market acceptability. Separate explanations are provided for each grade, and special board types such as boards from sweepy logs, miscut boards, tapered boards, etc. Another chapter is devoted to mill equipment, operator aids, and mill design, as they affect lumber value yield.


This publication outlines edging and trimming instructions for machine operators.


Decisions on where to edge and trim waning edged boards, or to trim other boards, can have a major effect on the performance of a sawmill. Optimum decisions are difficult for a number of reasons, including: complexity of grading rules; operator skills; operator fatigue or lack of interest at times; and, the inability of operators to include lumber prices in decisions. This article discusses the results from a study of three medium-sized hardwood sawmills and indicates that edging and trimming can be improved significantly.


Before the adoption of an automated system for optimizing edging and trimming in hardwood mills, the performance of present manual systems must be evaluated to provide a basis for comparison. A study was made in which lumber values recovered in actual hardwood operations were compared to the output of a computer-based procedure for edging and trimming optimization. The optimization procedure was based on National Hardwood Lumber Association grading rules and market prices for green lumber. Using a sample of 120 red oak boards obtained from three sawmills in southwest Virginia, it was found that the respective mills recovered only 78, 65, and 62 percent of the value yielded by the optimization procedure. Given the level of value recovery actually attained by sawmills, it was concluded that substantial increases in value can be expected from optimizing edging and trimming. Other aspects of interest were investigated, such as the quality (grade) of lumber that benefited most from optimization, the effect of volume loss on value recovery, and the relative impact on lumber value if each operation were optimized independently of each other.
SAWMILL PERFORMANCE & CONVERSION EFFICIENCY


This booklet has been prepared to alert persons interested in conservation of our nation’s timber resources to the huge waste that has occurred in the manufacture of lumber in this country. A further objective is to depict and explain to leaders in the lumber industry the true nature of this huge unnecessary waste that continues only slightly diminished even though the technology to eliminate it has been available to the entire industry for over five years. Improved conversion methods and technology have not only been proven under actual conditions as to the great increase in recovery possible, they have also demonstrated that substantial improvements in profits can be realized. Not withstanding the foregoing, only a relatively small portion of the industry has adopted these more advanced methods. [Ed note: This landmark paper brought attention to and motivated the sawmill industry to begin to improve lumber recovery through such efforts as the Sawmill Improvement Program (SIP).]


Approximately 900 mill studies were conducted between May 1973 when the Softwood Sawmill Improvement Program (SSIP) was officially inaugurated and September 1979. About 160 of these have been a second or a followup study to determine if improvements made in the mill actually resulted in additional recovery. Together these data represent the most comprehensive information ever assembled on U.S. softwood dimension sawmills. The intent of this document is to utilize the extensive SSIP data to help extend our Nation’s timber resources by further improving the lumber recovery efficiency in sawmills. This report summarizes some of the major findings in the SSIP program.


The relationship between annual softwood sawmill production and lumber processing variables was examined using data from Sawmill Improvement Program (SSIP) studies of 650 softwood mills. The variables were lumber recovery factor (LRF); headrig and resaw kerf width; total sawing variation, rough green size, and oversizing-undersizing for 4/4 and 8/4 lumber; planer allowance; and average log diameter and length. All variables except planer allowance and average log diameter were significantly influenced by annual sawmill production. The conversion efficiency of the mills in terms of most of these variables increased as sawmill size increased but decreased at annual production levels approaching or exceeding 100 million board feet. Study sawmills were grouped by geographic region and annual production class. Weighted values of LRF, sawing, and resource variables were calculated for each region by weighting by the percentage of mills of that production class in each category. Weighted and mean values are presented for each annual production class by region.


Substantial sawmill lumber yield increases from kerf and sawing variation reductions can be realized by employing band rather than circular headrigs. Softwood sawmills rapidly adopted bandsaw headrig technology to the extent that it is currently unusual to find circular saw headrigs in a softwood sawmill. Hardwood sawmills, faced with a different economic situation, have been relatively slow to adopt bandsaw headrigs. Hardwood sawmills utilizing circular headrigs to process low-value products or making relatively few headrig saw cuts on each log may find that headrig kerf reduction is not a significant factor in profit maximization. For them, circular headrigs are usually the most economical primary processing option. Cost is another reason that hardwood sawmills have been slow to convert to band headrigs. Hardwood sawmill managers may not feel that increased profits from higher yields would offset increased costs. The capital cost of a band headrig can be expected to be three to six times that of a circular headrig. Installation costs and income lost during installation may be considerable. These costs can be determined from band headrig manufacturers and engineering consultants. Unlike headrig and installation costs, operational costs relative to circular headrigs are currently difficult to determine. No published information describing the relative operating costs of band versus circular headrigs exists. This information, if available, would be valuable in helping hardwood sawmill managers determine the feasibility of converting to band headrigs. Our
study quantifies and compares the more difficult-to-estimate relative labor and maintenance costs of band versus circular headrigs.


Only limited information has been available to hardwood sawmillers on the performance of their sawing machines. This study analyzes a large database of individual machine studies to provide detailed information on 6 machine types. These machine types were band headrig, circular headrig, band linebar resaw, vertical band splitter resaw, single arbor gang resaw and double arbor gang resaw. Kerf width and within-board, between-board and total sawing variation values are given with an analysis of their origin in individual machine characteristics. Feedworks and setworks type and sawblade thickness and type generally determined machine type performance.


Increased problems of hardwood timber availability have caused many sawmillers, industry analysts, and planners to recognize the importance of sawmill conversion efficiency. Conversion efficiency not only affects sawmill profits, but is also important on a much broader level. Timber supply issues have caused resource planners and policy makers to consider the effects of conversion efficiency on the utilization and depletion of the timber resource. Improvements in sawmill conversion efficiency would favorably impact sawmill profits, and would be equivalent in effect to extending existing supplies of standing timber. An equation was developed to estimate lumber recovery factor for hardwood sawmills based on the characteristics of sawing machines and log resources. Variables included in the model were headrig type, headrig kerf, average log diameter and length, and the influence of total sawing variation. The estimated coefficients significantly influenced lumber recovery factor. The model should be helpful in assessing conversion efficiency trends and potential benefits from gains in sawmill efficiency.

**LUMBER MANUFACTURING QUALITY CONTROL**


Quality improvement is an effective way to reduce costs and improve manufacturing productivity and marketability of forest products by objectively evaluate process performance and product quality. This workshop provided a general introduction to the Deming management method for the improvement of quality and productivity. Topics include management philosophy and commitment, basics of quality improvement tools including statistical process control (SPC), and applications to sawmills and other wood using primary manufacturers. SPC helps identify and locate problems which occur in breakdown systems. This is especially effective in setting maintenance priorities and evaluating machine replacement and capital improvement projects. SPC also helps determine when adjustments to a breakdown system become necessary and when to leave the process alone.


This pocket handbook is designed to help you and every person in your company to improve daily the procedures, systems, quality, cost, and yields related to your job. This continuous improvement process is the focus of today's quality revolution.

**Results-Driven Approach to Improving Quality and Productivity.** 1998. Dramm, Rusty. USDA Forest Service, State & Private Forestry, Madison, WI. Published in proceedings from Wood Technology Clinic & Show, Portland, OR.

Presents a proven results drive approach to improving bottomline business performance though quality and productivity improvement.
**Statistical Process Control and Other Tools for Continuous Improvement.** 1997. Drumm, Rusty. USDA Forest Service, State & Private Forestry, Madison, WI. Published in proceedings from Wood Technology Clinic & Show, Portland, OR.

Discusses various quality and organizational tools to control and improve quality in the forest products industry including control charts and process capability studies with current quality improvement philosophy based on Deming and Juran.


Provides a general text on forest products industrial marketing including definitions and descriptions of wood products marketing, industrial customers, commodity and specialty markets, product differentiation, distribution, promotion, pricing, marketing research, and market feasibility study.


The performance improvement efforts of many companies have as much impact on operational and financial results as a ceremonial rain dance has on the weather. While some companies constantly improve measurable performance, in many others, managers continue to dance round and round the campfire—exuding faith and dissipating energy. Many of these activities parade under the banner of “total quality” or “continuous improvement.” Companies introduce these programs under the false assumption that if they carry out enough of the “right” improvements, actual performance improvements will “some how—someday” improve. At the heart of these “activities centered” programs is flawed logic that confuses means with ends, processes with outcome. The momentum for activity-centered programs continue to accelerate even though there is virtually no evidence of improvement. In stark contrast to activity-centered programs, results-driven improvements bypass lengthy preparations and aim for quick, measurable gains within a few months. The results-driven path stakes out specific targets and matches resources, tools, and action plans to requirements of reaching those targets. As a consequence, managers know what they are trying to achieve, how and when it should be done, and know when improved performance has been achieved.


Along with 15 other industry experts responsible for successful quality control programs in North America, lumber authority Terry Brown has compiled the first how-to guide for starting and improving lumber quality control programs. With an emphasis on maximizing your company’s value and profits, this book takes you through the entire manufacturing process step by step. You’ll learn about efficient, standardized procedures and useful tools for controlling lumber size, monitoring machinery, and evaluating personnel. In addition, this guide fully explains how to: establish the best quality control program for your mill; improve your existing quality control program; sell the importance of quality control to management; and keep your quality control program simple.


This article describes common every day quality problems that go unnoticed but may drastically impact a forest industries firms’ bottomline and suggests ways to help boost mill profits. Most sawmills waste hundreds, if not thousands, of dollars each day. Most of this waste is either lumber degrade created in the manufacturing operation, or lumber that could have been recovered but wasn’t. Frequently the circumstances creating this waste are very obvious yet overlooked by the mill management or employees.


Packet includes 16 quality control checklists covering log bucking and scaling to sawmill machine centers to dry kiln and planer mill operations. Written for softwood sawmills, but adaptable to hardwood operations as well.
Quality Control Troubleshooting Tools for the Mill Floor. 2000. John “Rusty” Dramm. USDA Forest Service, State & Private Forestry, Madison, WI. Published in proceedings from Wood Technology Clinic & Show, Portland, OR.

Discusses control charts as troubleshooting tools in sawmill and other forest products operations to track down problems. Includes a case history of improvement tools including control charts and process capability studies.


This guide describes the general procedures necessary to successfully collect, analyze, and interpret lumber size variation. It is designed to be used in conjunction with the Statistical Process Control—Lumber Size Analysis (SPC-LSA) computer routine developed by the USDA Forest Service. The reports produced by SPC-LSA help evaluate the sawing performance of breakdown systems by analyzing size variation in lumber.


Statistical process control (SPC) methods have been developed as tools to meet the demand for higher sawmill conversion efficiency and improve lumber quality. Quality improvement is an effective way to reduce costs and improve productivity and marketability. SPC methods are designed to objectively evaluate process performance and product quality. This helps the sawmill operator manufacture lumber within specified tolerances and indicates when specifications cannot be met.

Lumber size analysis is the application of SPC to the problem of lumber size variation. It helps identify and locate problems which occur in breakdown systems. This is especially effective in setting maintenance priorities and establishing specifications for new breakdown systems in capital improvement projects. Lumber size analysis can also be used as a maintenance tool to determine when adjustments to a breakdown system become necessary and when to leave the process alone.


This paper provides the necessary background and procedures on setting up a lumber size control program in a sawmill. Lumber size control is a systematic procedure that properly carried out, identifies and locates problems occurring in sawing-machine centers, sawing systems, or setworks systems. It is a key component of all good lumber quality-control programs. In both the large-log sawmill, where board feet may sometimes be sacrificed to recover grade, and in the small-log sawmill, where baords must be sawn to the smallest green target size possible without losing grade from planer skip or undersizing, a size-control program can optimize decisions on breakdown, edging, and trimming, and is essential for maximizing board-foot recovery.


The relation of sawing accuracy to lumber recovery was studied using the Best Opening Face computer sawing program to mathematically simulate log breakdown as practiced by a major segment of the North American lumber industry. Sawing accuracy is a combination of sawing variation and lumber oversizing. An analysis was made for 16 sawkerf combinations and the cant sawing method. The results show that exponentially larger increases in lumber yield can be expected as sawing accuracy increases. This increase in yield, with no additional raw material consumed, tends to compensate for the exponentially increasing costs of improving sawing accuracy.


This paper provides the background methodology for estimating lumber size analysis statistics: average measured size, total lumber size variation, and within- and between-board variation in lumber thickness or width. The methodology presented is the basis of the Statistical Process Control – Lumber Size Analysis (SPC-LSA) IMPROVE software routine.

Following is an illustration of the effects of within- and between-board variation in lumber thickness, a method for determining target thickness is detailed whereby the proportion of undersized material may be kept below a prescribed minimum (here taken as 5%). The estimation of the separate components of variation will indicate what part of the production process is in need of control.


Only limited information has been available to hardwood sawmillers on the performance of their sawing machines. This study analyzes a large database of individual machine studies to provide detailed information on 6 machine types. These machine types were band headrig, circular headrig, band linebar resaw, vertical band splitter resaw, single arbor gang resaw and double arbor gang resaw. Kerf width and within-board, between-board and total sawing variation values are given with an analysis of their origin in individual machine characteristics. Feedworks and setworks type and sawblade thickness and type generally determined machine type performance.

LUMBER RECOVERY & GRADEYIELD


Discusses lumber recovery, mill productivity, production costs, and financial indicators of good and poor sawmill performance.


Describes procedures for conducting sawmill analysis studies.


Describes procedures for conducting sawmill analysis studies.


This booklet was used to introduce the Sawmill Improvement Program (SIP) to industry and describes study procedures for sawmill owners to encourage them to participate in the SIP studies.


This paper describes procedures for estimating improvement of lumber recovery such as by the reduction of saw kerf. Estimating lumber yield improvement is directly correlated to target set (i.e., saw kerf plus target size) reduction.


Historically, sawtimber has been bought and sold by the board foot, but now cubic scaling of logs and timber has begun and is scheduled to entirely replace board foot scaling by 1985 in sales from National Forests. In board foot scaling of sawlogs, the contents are estimated by measurement of small-end diameter and log length, and reference to log rule. The actual lumber recovered usually exceeds the estimate by a factor known as “overrun.” Increasing taper has been shown to increase overrun when logs have been board foot scaled. The exact opposite occurs when the logs are cubically scaled.
Through the medium of mathematical modeling, this study defines the degree of change to be expected from either scaling method as taper is increased. Several examples are developed to explain the use of the tabular and graphic data presented.


Log rules (over 100 of them) are not so good at helping the sawmill manager determine sawmill performance. Many log rules (e.g., Scribner Decimal C) do not account for taper in scaling logs, while other log rules (e.g., International) do. The paper describes the effect of log taper in terms of sawmill performance using cubic measurement as a better way to evaluate mill performance.


This paper describes opportunities to increase lumber recovery using the Best Opening Face program, sawing patterns, as well as through kerf and oversize reduction, sawing patterns, and tightening up on lumber size variation.


Researchers at the Pacific Northwest Research Station have completed over 100 forest product recovery studies over the past 40 years. Tree, log, and product data from these studies have been entered into a database, which will allow further analysis within, between, and across studies. Opportunities for analysis include stand-to-log-to-final product estimates of volume, quality, and value. Examples of possible database queries include determining the variation in recovery volume and product yield from different age or diameter classes, the relation between percentage of sound log volume and product yield, and the relation between product quality and age.


The USDA Forest Service Standard Grades for Hardwood Factory Lumber Logs are described and lumber grade yields for 16 species and 2 species groups are presented by log grade and log diameter. The grades enable foresters, log buyers, and log sellers to select and grade those logs suitable for conversion into standard factory grade lumber. By using the appropriate lumber grade yields, log buyers and sellers can appraise the logs in terms of expected lumber grade volume and value. This report supersedes an earlier report on hardwood log grading, Forest Service Research Paper FPL 63.

Changes in Mill Run Hardwood Sawlog Lumber Grade Yields When Veneer Logs are Withdrawn. 1964. USDA Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory.

USDA Forest Service Standard Grades for Hardwood Factory Lumber Logs are described when veneer logs by species groups are presented by log grade and log diameter.


The Forest Service hardwood tree grades for factory lumber are described, and lumber grade yields for 11 species are presented. The yields, expressed in board feet, are based on equations in which dbh$^2$ and merchantable height were used as independent variables. Actual board-foot volumes by lumber grade serve as dependent variables. Species included are yellow and paper birch, red and sugar (hard) maple, yellow-poplar, black cherry, basswood, and northern red, black, white, and chestnut oak.

The study here reported was made to evaluate some of the principles used by skilled sawyers as well as some of the principles developed at the Forest Products Laboratory for getting the optimum grade from all logs. The study, which was statistically designed, evaluates six sawing methods for which the sawing faces were positioned relative to gross external defects and the amount of setout for log taper. Lumber-grade yield tallies were summarized, and a quality index was computed for individual logs, each grade, and each method. This index was calculated from the value of the lumber sawn, based on prevailing market quotations. It was concluded from the study that sawmill operators lose considerable money in producing their lumber by ignoring the position of defects on sawing faces and taper setout.


The Best Opening Face (BOF) technology for volume maximization during sawing has been rapidly adopted by softwood sawmills. Application of this technology in hardwood sawmills has been limited because of their emphasis on sawing for the highest possible grade of lumber. The reason for this emphasis is that there is a relatively large difference in price between the respective grades of hardwood lumber compared to the difference between the softwood lumber grades. Hardwood sawmillers have judged that an attempt to maximize volume would result in value loss to the degree that total value yield would be significantly reduced. While hardwood sawmillers may be correct there has been no data available supporting their expectation that maximizing for volume yield will reduce value yield. The potential volume yield improvement from BOF decisions for sawing hardwood sawlogs is 6.3 percent which is only slightly less than for sawing softwood sawlogs. The BOF technology employs an iterative procedure that tests numerous initial opening face distances from log center for each given sawing pattern. These solutions begin at an opening face position at which the first board face sawn will be of the minimum acceptable dimension. The complete simulated sawing of the log is performed at this minimum opening face position. Subsequent opening face positions are tested by reducing the opening face distance from log center by arbitrarily selected increments. The distance over which opening-face position is tested has been the thickness of one piece of lumber plus kerf width. Maximum-volume yield is attained at the initial minimum opening face position for only a small percentage of BOF solutions. For this reason maximum-volume yield is generally obtained for some opening face position somewhat closer to log center than that of the minimum opening face. In fact, Steele et al. showed that the highest yielding BOF position is generally obtained by centering the sawing pattern in the sawlog. The most frequent of the defect types in sawlogs are knots. Knots are most numerous near log center. Therefore, the movement of sawlines slightly towards log center from a minimum opening face, required for BOF volume maximization, should increase the frequency of sawline intersection with knots. Increased frequency of sawline intersection should result in the yield of lower grade lumber that is of lower value. Past research has examined hardwood log orientation to determine the influence of defect placement on total lumber value with the most recent study showing a significant 10 percent increase in lumber value for best log orientation. The objective of this study was to determine the influence of lumber volume maximization on value yield in sawing hardwood sawlogs.


The potential conflict between value and volume maximization in sawing hardwood sawlogs by the live sawing method was analyzed. Twenty-four digitally described red oak sawlogs were sawn at the log orientation of highest value yield. Five opening face sawlines were iteratively placed in the sawlog a 1/4-inch intervals and lumber grades, volumes, and values from completely sawing the log at each opening face position were determined. Volumes were computed for several sawing positions of interest: maximum and minimum volume, minimum opening position, mean volume, and centered solution. Dollar values and distances from minimum opening position were also determined for these sawing positions of interest. Statistical comparisons of these variables showed that the conflict between value and volume yield was significant. A potential average loss of $2 per sawlog was indicated if volume yield was maximized at the expense of value yield. Results also indicated that a precise knowledge of internal defect location is apparently required to obtain maximum value yield. An internal scanning system will be required to obtain the needed defect location information.
TIGHTENING UP SAWMILL PERFORMANCE


This booklet provides basic troubleshooting tips for circular sawmills.


Provides basic troubleshooting procedures for circular sawmills. Publication builds on Stan Lunstrum’s Circular Sawmills and Their Efficient Operation.


This booklet provides basic troubleshooting tips for circular sawmills.


Overview of tightening-up procedures for sawmills with a slide tape presentation.


Describes procedures on how to evaluate setworks setting accuracy and repeatability.


A case history of a sawmill’s experience in developing a statistical based QC program. Benefits include tightening up sawmill performance, increasing lumber recovery and reduced target sizes.


Discusses impacts of lumber sizing and kerf thickness on lumber recovery and sawmill profitability.


Mill maintenance today is no longer a simple series of “break it/fix it” tasks. Instead, it’s a complex system of procedures and techniques aimed at capturing the competitive edge in productivity, quality, yield, and profits. But how do you use it? This book is a guide to maintenance management techniques for winning the competitive edge. Supervisors, machine operators, owners, and senior managers alike can put the system described to use immediately. Emphasizing increased mill efficiency in the forest products industry, the book cites examples of competitive mills throughout North America, Europe, and Japan. Key topics include: creating and sustaining an effective maintenance program; managing for results; predictive maintenance: tools and techniques; budgets and cost controls; maintenance support systems; obtaining more from the mill; innovation, involvement, and quality circles; and designing away from maintenance. This book is a hands-on guide to devising a new system for mill maintenance that is based on lower costs, optimum equipment performance, maximum effectiveness of each function, less downtime, and simpler maintenance efforts.
SAWS & SAW FILING


This second edition book includes more than 150 pages of new material covering the latest technology in saws but retains the basic information and practical approach that made the first edition such a valuable training and reference work. This second edition responds to business concerns, such as maximizing lumber value recovery to get the most out of costly raw materials. The new technologies and improved methods that have changed sawmilling are explained in detail: computerized analysis of saw design, setout, v-belt hookup and lumber recovery; improved tooth wear resistance, including new developments in Stellite tipping; thin kerf saws; and increased automation in the sawmill and filing room.


Authoritative guide on bandsaw and circle saw filing and benching and sawmill alignment.


Reference book of speed and feed rates for various types of band and circular saws.


The horsepower required for a circular saw is determined by several interrelated factors: tooth style; number of teeth; saw speed; kerf width; bite; wood hard-ness; and cant face width. A formula developed by Hiram Hallock, retired, U.S. Forest Service, can be used to determine horsepower requirements.


Correctly selecting a saw for a job is one of the most critical decisions a sawmiller has to make. Even after the selection is made, the saw must be set up and operated within certain specifications for balanced performance. An understanding of the interrelationship of raw materials, end products, machinery, and the sawing process itself is essential. Often sawmillers operate their saws with less than adequate knowledge about correct bite, feed speeds, tooth speeds, side clearances, depths of cut, and power requirements. Every saw is limited to a rather narrow operating range. Experience has taught most sawmillers which saws to choose for specific applications. However, for correct saw selection and saw operation, it is possible to mathematically calculate the variables involved. Program “SAW” has been developed to integrate these variables quickly and accurately. Operators who use Program “SAW” will be able to (1) maximize production from their saws, (2) reduce saw operating problems, (3) maximize saw life, and (4) increase recovery efficiency by producing more accurately sized lumber.


This manual is concerned with the vital interplay between bandsaw blade and machine. The booklet covers areas for improving saw blade stability, dollar value of certain improvements, a system for quality control on the mill floor, and comparative studies concerning saw design and operation.


The saw kerf has a significant impact on conversion efficiency (referred to as lumber recovery). A crude but effective way of calculating the amount of sawdust that develops during sawing is to determine the total wood usage per "pass" (logs being processed as a sawmill generally move or "pass" back and forth through the saw blade). Wood usage per pass
includes the average thickness of the piece being sawn plus the saw kerf. For example, in cutting a board that is 1.125 inches thick with a saw kerf of 0.300, the total wood usage per pass is 1.425 inches. Calculating the saw kerf as a percentage of the total wood usage per pass results in 21% of the wood removed as sawdust or about one-fifth of the log resource. A band saw with a kerf of 0.140 inch would result in an increase in lumber recovery of about 10%.

**PORTABLE SAWMILLS**


This handbook is a guide for entrepreneurs considering using portable bandsaw-type sawmills. The handbook is based on a series of case studies of successful operators located in eastern Canada. FERIC studied a variety of equipment and operating methods to make recommendations on how to improve sawing efficiency and reduce costs.

**Portable Sawmill Encyclopedia.** Undated. Sawmill Exchange. Sawmill Exchange, Birmingham, AL.

Abstract not available.


Abstract not available.

**LUMBER DRYING, STORAGE & HANDLING**


A well-designed and properly operated dry kiln can in a few days or weeks turn green lumber fresh from the forest into a dry, stable material necessary for successful industrial enterprises in today’s highly competitive markets. The more critical the drying requirements, the more firmly the dry kiln becomes established as an integral part of the lumber mill, the furniture factory, or the millwork plant. For many wood products, kiln-dried lumber is essential.

The full benefits of modern kiln-drying technology can be gained only when certain prerequisites are observed. Mill management must recognize the importance of efficient operation to quality of product, and operators must be well trained and encouraged to apply the best techniques. Quality should not be sacrificed for quantity in the production of kiln-dried lumber. The high value of our timber resource makes it uneconomical to do so.

The purpose of this manual is to describe both the basic and practical aspects of kiln drying lumber. The manual is intended for several types of audiences. First and foremost, it is a practical guide for the kiln operator—a reference manual to turn to when questions arise. It is also intended for mill managers, so that they can see the importance and complexity of lumber drying and thus be able to offer kiln operators the support they need to do their job well. Finally, the manual is intended as a classroom text—either for a short course on lumber drying or for the wood technology curriculum in universities or technical colleges. This manual is a revision of the 1961 edition by Edmund F. Rasmussen.


This report contains suggested dry kiln schedules for over 500 commercial woods, both temperate and tropical. Kiln schedules are completely assembled and written out for easy use. Schedules for several thicknesses and specialty products (e.g., squares, handle stock, gunstock blanks) are given for many species. The majority of the schedules are from the world literature, with emphasis on U.S., Canadian, and British publications. Revised schedules have been suggested for western U.S. and Canadian softwoods and for the U.S. southern pines. Current thinking on high-temperature drying (temperatures exceeding 212 °F) schedules for both softwoods and hardwoods is reflected in suggested high-temperature schedules for selected species.

This report describes how lumber can be air-dried most effectively under outdoor conditions and illustrates the principles and procedures of air-drying lumber that were developed through field investigations and observations of industrial practices. Particular emphasis is placed on the yarding of lumber in unit packages. Included are topics such as why lumber is dried, advantages and limitations of the drying process, properties of wood in relation to drying, layout of the drying yard, piling methods, causes and remedies of air-drying defects, and protection of air-dried lumber. This manual is a revision of the 1971 edition of Air Drying of Lumber: A Guide to Industry Practice by Raymond C. Rietz and Rufus H. Page. A major contributor to the 1971 edition was Edward C. Peck, formerly a wood drying specialist at the Forest Products Laboratory. The major reason for this revision is the continued interest in and requests for the manual, even almost 30 years after initial publication. Because of this continued interest, we maintained.


Drying Hardwood Lumber focuses on common methods for drying lumber of different thickness, with minimal drying defects, for high quality applications. This manual also includes predrying treatments that, when part of an overall quality-oriented drying system, reduce defects and improve drying quality, especially of oak lumber. Special attention is given to drying white wood, such as hard maple and ash, without sticker shadow or other discoloration. Several special drying methods, such as solar drying, are described, and proper techniques for storing dried lumber are discussed. Suggestions are provided for ways to economize on drying costs by reducing drying time and energy demands when feasible. Each chapter is accompanied by a list of references. Some references are cited in the chapter; others are listed as additional sources of information. In this manual, measurements are expressed in both English (inch–pound) and SI units. The following provides SI equivalents for lumber thickness sizes, dimension lumber, board foot volume, and other units. This publication supercedes Drying Eastern Hardwoods (see above).


Surveys the most effective current techniques for protecting the quality of stored lumber. Physical properties of wood which are basic to the storing of lumber in commerce are explained. Causes of storage losses in lumber are discussed. Individual chapters deal with protection of wood in specific storage environments, such as in yards, at manufacturing plants, or in transit.


The IMPROVE Lumber Drying Program is intended to increase awareness of the lumber drying system as a critical component in the manufacture of quality lumber. One objective of the program is to provide easy-to-use tools that a kiln operator can use to maintain an efficient kiln operation and therefore contributes to lumber drying quality. This report is one component of the IMPROVE Program. It contains a guidebook–checklist for drying quality softwood that kiln operators or management can use to readily evaluate how well their operations rate on those factors that most strongly affect drying quality, with particular emphasis on kiln operation and maintenance and lumber handling. Appendix 1 contains a summary checklist for easy duplication and filing. Appendix 2 contains the same checklist items; however, the information is arranged by drying system components for convenience in checking individual components.


The IMPROVE Lumber Drying Program is intended to increase awareness of the lumber drying system as a critical component in the manufacture of quality lumber. One objective of the program is to provide easy-to-use tools that a kiln operator can use to maintain an efficient kiln operation and therefore improve lumber drying quality. This report is one component of the IMPROVE Program. It contains a Guidebook-Checklist for Quality Drying of Hardwood Lumber that
kiln operators or owners can use to readily evaluate how well their operations rate on those factors that most strongly affect drying quality, with particular emphasis on kiln operation and maintenance and lumber handling. Appendix 1 contains a shortened version of the checklist for easy duplication and filing. Appendix 2 contains the same checklist items; however, the information is arranged by drying system components for convenience in checking individual components.


The IMPROVE Lumber Drying Program is intended to increase awareness of the lumber drying system as a critical component in the manufacture of quality lumber. One objective of the program is to provide easy-to-use tools that a kiln/predryer operator can use to maintain an efficient drying operation and therefore improve lumber drying quality. This report is one component of the IMPROVE Program. It is a guidebook–checklist for quality drying in a hardwood lumber predryer that kiln/predryer operators or owners can use to readily evaluate how well their operations rate on those factors that most strongly affect drying quality, with particular emphasis on predryer operation and maintenance and lumber handling. Appendix 1 contains a shortened version of the checklist for easy duplication and filing. Appendix 2 contains the same checklist items; however, the information is arranged by drying system components for convenience in checking individual components.


Discusses why dry wood, how wood dries, factors in drying control, quality control in drying and drying economics.


This publication describes common lumber drying defects including warp, checks, splits, honeycomb (internal checking), collapse, and stress.

**Moisture Content and Shrinkage of Wood.** 1989. Dave W. Green. USDA Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin. FPL-RP-489

Discusses the relationship of wood moisture content and lumber shrinkage with implications to lumber drying.


A survey was conducted of primary and secondary manufacturing firms that have at least one dry kiln and process approximately 2 million board feet or more of lumber annually. More than 1,500 surveys were completed, representing manufacturers in 43 states. According to survey respondents, approximately 5 billion board feet of hardwood lumber and 24 billion board feet of softwood lumber were kiln dried annually. Drying data were collected for 48 commercial species or species groups and volume information was reported by state and region. The 13-state southern region dried more than twice as much wood as any other area. There were more than 7,000 dry kilns in the United States with a holding capacity of 447 million board feet. This capacity varied by species and region. The majority of kilns were steam heated. The most common maximum operating temperature was between 160°F and 180°F. The decision to use time-based or moisture-content-based kiln schedules depended on the species being dried. Generally, softwood producers used time-based schedules and hardwood producers used moisture-content-based schedules. This is the first national survey of its type to be conducted in the United States. It provides information that may be used to further examine drying practices in the United States.
For many small woodworking companies and hobbyists, questions frequently arise as to proper procedures in processing the wood from the log to the ready-to-use dry lumber. This report suggests a list of procedures developed from the experience of personnel from the U.S. Forest Products Laboratory and State and Private Forestry. If these procedures are followed, there will be little, if any, loss from drying degrade.

Abstract not available.

Electric moisture meters for wood measure electric conductance (resistance) or dielectric properties, which vary fairly consistently with moisture content when it is less than 30 percent. The two major classes of electric moisture meters are the conductance (resistance) type and the dielectric type. Conductance-t type meters use penetrating electrodes that measure in a small volume, so moisture gradients may be deduced by repeated measurements at increasing depths. Dielectric-type meters use surface electrodes that do not puncture the wood surface, and can measure the moisture content of relatively dry wood. This paper describes these major types of meter and includes detailed information on the kinds of electrodes used with each type. Readings of moisture meters are affected by such factors as wood species and temperature, chemical treatments, moisture distribution, and operator skill. This paper contains information for correcting for these factors and for minimizing potential errors.
changes in kiln conditions. Their finding on the effect of presurfacing alone was that it reduced kiln drying time from green to 8 percent moisture content by 7-10 percent. They attributed this time reduction to the reduction in board thickness by presurfacing. The above-mentioned drying research was all conducted on material kiln dried from the green condition. While kiln drying green from the saw has definite advantages, most oak drying operations air dry before kiln drying. The question then arises does presurfacing offer similar advantages in air drying as it does in kiln drying?


Two studies were performed to characterize and control warp in nominal 2- by 4-in. (standard 38- by 89-mm) dimension lumber sawn from small-diameter ponderosa pine trees. One study was conducted at a commercial sawmill with trees harvested in central Arizona. The other study was conducted at the USDA Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin, in small experimental kilns with lumber from trees harvested in central Idaho. The three main variables in the studies were top loading, presteaming, and a high-temperature kiln schedule. A limited study of hot press drying was also included. The high-temperature kiln schedule in the experimental kilns reduced drying time to about half that of the conventional temperature schedule. Press drying time was slightly more than 3 h. Crook and bow caused most of the warp and the grade loss from warp. There was no evidence that presteaming affected warp or grade loss from warp. Top loading had a modest effect in reducing warp and grade loss from warp. High-temperature drying did not affect measured warp compared with the conventional temperature schedule. Grade loss from warp was less in high-temperature than in conventional temperature dried lumber. This might be explained by differences in moisture content change during storage. Press drying did not reduce warp or grade loss from warp.


This proceedings contains over 30 presentations from a fall 2002 conference on quality drying sponsored by the Forest Products Society. The presentations provide the latest practical information on innovative technologies, markets, and management practices designed to improve product quality of kiln-dried softwoods and hardwoods for manufactured (non-structural) wood products. Topics covered include: an overview of current drying technologies; market trends, needs, and opportunities; advances in kiln controls and other new drying technologies; managing the drying process; and improving the profitability of drying operations.


In this book Larry Culpepper explains why and how the entire manufacturing and drying process affects the final quality of lumber from any dry kiln. From log cutting to kiln maintenance, discover how the proper equipment and practices can increase quality and profitability (by producing narrowed moisture distribution, improved grade recovery, reduced drying time, easier operation, and lower costs). Use this comprehensive resource to: understand the latest kiln technologies and techniques; identify potential problem areas in your operations; learn more efficient use of natural resources; stimulate new ideas for kiln improvement; and contribute to your operation’s overall success. Chapters include: lumber manufacture and its impact on drying; sorting and green lumber handling; lumber stacking and stick laying; kiln setups and loading practices; final loading considerations; dry lumber handling; fan systems and air flow; humidity control; steam-heated kilns; direct-fired dry kilns; computerized lumber drying control; the drying process; quality control; and kiln maintenance and design. Exploring the full scope of processes and challenges involved, this book helps you develop outstanding kiln operations for drying softwood of all kinds.


This 372-page publication contains a wealth of information for today's dry kiln operator and drying supervisor--young or old, experienced or inexperienced. The more than 130 articles contained in the Sourcebook resulted from a careful selection of the most practical and pertinent articles on lumber drying that were published in the Forest Products Society's *Wood Drying News Digest* over the past 40-plus years. The Sourcebook is filled with down-to-earth practical information from understanding the basics of shrinkage, stresses, and moisture movement in wood to troubleshooting
and maintaining drying equipment. The articles are brief and were clearly written by the world's leading authorities on lumber drying. Articles are grouped by subject matter for easy access, and a comprehensive index is also provided.


This manual presents a common sense approach to predrying. The manual reviews common problems experienced by predryer operators in an easy-to-understand manner. Simple, practical solutions to the problems of mixed species, varying lumber thickness, and stain development are presented. Solutions to the problems of slow drying rates and moisture variation are also discussed. Chapters include: introduction to predryers; stacking, loading, and start-up; air flow; temperature and humidity control; management decisions; sample boards; special problems; considerations when building a predryer; troubleshooting; and references. Applying the ideas and methods presented in this 58-page manual can improve predryer performance and drying quality.

**LUMBER GRADING**


This guide helps the reader become familiar with the grading rules for hardwood lumber established by the National Hardwood Lumber Association. Photographs are included for demonstrating the range in appearance that the buyer may expect to receive when purchasing each grade. This is an excellent resource book for mill employees, sales personnel, lumber buyers, and U&M specialists.


This trade publication acquaints the reader with the basics of grading hardwood lumber. It is an introductory framework for understanding lumber grading rules.


All native hardwood lumber is graded according to the rules established by the National Hardwood Lumber Association. The rules are complete and detailed so that they permit accurate lumber grading with a minimum of personal judgment. To the student lumber grader, the many fine points and exceptions by species are often confusing and hide the basic rules of standard lumber grades. This short course emphasizes the basic requirements for grading hardwood lumber on the proportion of clear pieces that can be cut from a board. Once these requirements are mastered, practice grading and continued study of the Rule Book will give the novice an appreciation of hardwood lumber grading. For information on construction grading, special grading, etc., see the Rule Book. Many people who work with lumber every day do not know specifically how to grade it. Sawyers, edgermen, trim saw operators, cut-up men in furniture plants, lumber purchasing agents, and many others in similar positions, need to have a good knowledge of basic lumber grades, even though they may never grade a car or truck of lumber. This course is designed to simplify lumber grading to the point where many people can acquire an understanding of the grades and be able to apply standard grades to individual boards. The course is not intended to be used in training lumber inspectors or to serve as a substitute for the official rules.


This handbook offers simplified terms, sketches, and illustrations, the measurement and limitations of major defect characteristics in 2” dimension softwood lumber under the national grading rules as adopted by the Department of Commerce as Voluntary Products Standard PS20-70. The handbook should make the grading of 2” dimension much simpler.


Abstract not available.

Abstract not available.


Abstract not available.


Abstract not available.


Abstract not available.


Abstract not available.


Abstract not available.

SECONDARY MANUFACTURING


Provides general information on hardwood machining properties (planing, turning, shaping) and related properties such as bending, nail holding and splitting, shrinkage, warp, and variation in specific gravity.


How is rough mill production affected by lumber length? Lumber grade? Cutting quality? Cutting sizes? How would equipment purchase plans be prioritized? How do personnel shifts affect system productivity? What effect would a reduction in machine set-up time have on material flow? Simulation modeling is being widely used in many industries to provide valuable insight into questions such as these.


Provides a guide for manufacturing furniture blanks and other dimension parts directly from hardwood logs at the sawmill.


Discusses drying furniture blanks and other hardwood dimension parts. This publication compliments Steve Bratkovich's publication Sawmill Production of Hardwood Dimension Parts (see above).
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Competitiveness, imports, exports, and technological improvements—these are issues facing secondary wood-product manufacturers. The major problems focus on increasing foreign imports and the inability of U.S. industries to repel the imports. How and where should we, as researchers, allocate our efforts to enhance the competitiveness of secondary forest industries in the United States? Is our purpose to help ensure that current and planned utilization research is properly focused on making the United States more competitive not only in the U.S. market but also in the world marketplace? This paper discusses several types of secondary products but focuses on furniture products, including cabinets. Furniture products are the most important secondary hardwood products in the United States. Also discussed is the hardwood sawtimber resource situation for the Eastern United States, technological improvements, and potential research. Other hardwood products such as millwork, mouldings, dimension, flooring and pallets are reviewed.


The pallet and container industry plays a critical role in the forest products industry and the U.S. economy. The industry provides a large market for low-grade wood, employs more than 50,000 in the U.S., and its products facilitate the shipment of goods within and outside the country. Due to the importance of this industry, the Center for Forest Products Marketing and Management, Department of Wood Science and Forest Products, at Virginia Tech and the U.S. Forest Service collaborated on a series of studies during the 1990s designed to track and report industry trends. These studies focused on the use of wood materials by the industry during the years 1992, 1993, 1995, and 1999, as well as the level of pallet recovery and reuse. This paper describes some of the trends suggested by the study results and identifies factors that will affect future hardwood use by the industry.


Effective and maximum value use of small-diameter hardwood timber has long been of interest to forest managers and researchers. In addition to being a significant component of the standing forest base, small-diameter hardwoods often are available after thinning or other tending operations. Although the use of this material is important to achieving healthy and sustainable forests and other ecosystem management objectives, finding economical uses is sometimes difficult. Much prior research has addressed small-diameter hardwood utilization. After discussing some forest statistics concerning the small-diameter hardwood resource, this paper reviews past small-diameter research and provides an overview of one small-diameter strategy, called System 6. It concludes by looking at evolving markets and utilization opportunities for small-diameter hardwoods


Drawing on his 40-plus years of experience in developing, manufacturing, and marketing wood products, Williston demonstrates how to uncover opportunities for increased return in every phase of the business. Value-added manufacturing requires a shift away from standardized, high-volume commodity products such as framing lumber and sheathing plywood toward the development of new products tailored to the needs of specific market segments. This book shows you how to boost product value to appeal directly to those niche markets—where there’s less competition and more profit opportunity. In addition, the book demonstrates how to remain profitable in the face of rising threats from foreign and domestic competitors by adding direct value to the product line. Topics include: analyzing the market for new products; tailoring product specifications to use requirements; low, medium, and high-capital cost business opportunities for value-added products; readily available, low cost products; and training and motivating employees for value-added manufacturing. This book explains how to enhance the value of your product line and remain profitable.

The information contained in this manual has been gleaned from the experiences of the author collected during more than 30 years as a supplier of wood finishes to manufacturers of finished wood products and as a consultant to the industry. The purpose of the manual is to help manufacturers gain a full understanding of all of the factors that impact the quality, durability, cost, and environmental impact of finished wood products. Four chapters cover: Finishing Products -- multiple-step wood furniture finishes, kitchen cabinet and office furniture finishes, specialty wood finishes, and waterborne/ water-based finishes; Executing the Wood Finish -- wood finish application hardware options, examples of wood finishing manufacturing lines, and transfer efficiency and calculation of wood finish costs; Wood Finishes and the Environment -- legal and regulatory issues and pollution prevention opportunities through hardware and finish product improvements; and Quality Control -- white room wood preparation, wood finish variables and recommendations, finish inconsistencies/troubleshooting, the importance of lighting, and analyzing rejected pieces.


Abstract not available.

VEENEER, PLYWOOD, PANELS & OTHER ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS


This book clearly explains every phase of the manufacturing process and covers the most recent developments in LVL and other new veneer-based products, as well as changes in plywood manufacturing methods, standards, and market demands by focusing on the efficient manufacture of softwood plywood while highlighting the new opportunities and challenges created by today's growing, diverse veneer-based industry. Fully illustrated, the information is divided into eight major sections. Section I provides a summary and profile of the veneer-based industry; defines the manufacturing task; and describes how industry activities relate to current environmental thinking. Section II provides an historical perspective of the business, with an emphasis on understanding the past and applying its lessons to the future. Section III refines the guidelines for raw material selection and processing of the peeler. Section IV introduces the various peeling and green end systems in chronological order and discusses the latest innovations and trends that will extend into the immediate future. Section V describes the various veneer drying and product assembly machinery and methods, including the latest adhesive use. Section VI illustrates the secondary manufacturing of the basic glued assembly and gives ideas for selling the resulting products. Sections VII and VIII provide tools for managing the business and insights for the future, as the softwood plywood industry moves into its next 100 years.


Describes properties of 156 U.S. tree species that affect their manufacture and use as veneer or products made from veneer and covers categories of construction plywood, decorative face veneer, inner plies, container veneer and plywood.


Procedures used to manufacture wood veneer are reviewed in detail.


Discusses the suitability of wood species for use as veneer including physical and mechanical properties, and specific characteristics of veneer logs, that are related too veneer production and use.

Abstract not available.


Abstract not available.


Abstract not available.


This updated edition presents comprehensive, practical information on particleboard and a wide array of other composite wood products. It is designed to provide accessible information to the novice and valuable insight to the manufacturing professional. The 688-page book covers manufacturing practices, processing systems, product standards and material properties, and presents material ranging from an overview of the industry and definitions of terms to technical factors governing production. This updated edition also includes an all-new chapter which focuses on the enormous range of composite panels and lumber products, including plywood, MDF, fiberboard, OSB/waferboard, and lumber or timber composites. Chapters include: introduction; production and markets; modern processing systems; composition board materials; properties and testing; parameters affecting board properties; raw materials and particle geometry: effects on board properties; particle generation, conveying, and storage; drying principles and practices; moisture measurement and control; particle separation: principles and equipments; fire and explosions: prevention and detection; resins and other additives; resin/wax applications and blenders; caul and caulless systems; mat forming and formers; prepressing; hot pressing and presses; finishing board; and new developments.


This report is for those who use or may want to use wood particleboard. The term “particleboard” is used as defined in the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard D 1554, which includes flakeboards as a subclass of particleboards, and not as used in the lumber trade where the term is usually reserved for panels made of fine wood particles such as sawdust and planer shavings. Types and grades of particleboard are described and discussed in relation to end uses as nonstructural underlayment, stair tread, shelving, furniture, core material, cabinetry, structural sheathing, subflooring and combination subfloor/underlayment, and siding. The structural panels used in light-frame construction are primarily flakeboards.


Abstract not available.


Abstract not available.

Abstract not available.


Abstract not available.


Structural and nonstructural panel products have constituted the fastest growing segment of the wood products industries over the past two decades. Based on announced plans, growth will accelerate in the next 2 years. The cost of wood fiber used in these processes has been rising. To keep wood costs as low as possible, a growing share of the new production is being channeled into regions where panel manufacturing has been low or nonexistent and where underutilized timber supplies are still available. There is also increasing interest in using agricultural fibers for panels, either to complement or to replace wood. The projected increases in production over the next 2 years are likely to exceed projected growth in demand, leading to an oversupply, at least temporarily. This paper summarizes capacity growth in various wood-based panels: Southern Pine plywood, oriented strandboard, medium density fiberboard, and particleboard. It also examines changes in the manufacturing costs and the emerging supply–demand balance through 1997.


Panel markets in the UNECE region out-performed all other forest products market sectors in 2000. A price collapse hit the structural panel markets in North America and Europe in 2000. In the EU/EFTA countries, total consumption of wood-based panels increased 6.7% to a record high of 45.2 million m3, confirming the recovery of the sector.


Abstract not available.

TREATING WOOD & WOOD PRESERVATION


The American Wood-Preservers’ Association is the principal standards writing body for the wood preserving industry in the United States. AWPA standards help ensure that treated wood products perform satisfactorily for their intended use. They are recognized and used by most, if not all, specifiers of treated wood including electrical utility, marine, road and building construction as well as by local, state and federal governments. This Book Standards is intended for use by the wood preserving industry as well as for guidance of the purchaser in specifying and obtaining adequately treated wood products. Generally, all wood products may at some time in their life history be subjected to wood destroying organisms such as decay fungi, insects and marine borers. The purpose of these Standards is to ensure that wood products are treated with suitable preservatives for reasons of safety, service and savings resulting from unnecessary expensive replacements. In the AWPA Book of Standards, pertinent phases of adequate treatment requirements for preservatives, quality control and inspection are described.
The wood crosstie has served the American railroad industry since its earliest days. The dependability and service life of this wood component has been exemplary. With the use of wood preservatives, the durability and service life of wood is significantly enhanced. The information provided in this booklet provides a description of the identification, treatment and ultimate use of wood in the engineered crosstie system. The Tie Guide provides a common thread illustrating the development and ultimate performance of the treated wood crosstie. Presented are some practical applications given along with certain technical details outlined in the wood crosstie engineering section. The Railway Tie Association Performance Standard found in the engineered wood crosstie section of this manual describes specific strength property characteristics and load traffic environment applications for the various types of wood tie material. This booklet is intended for use in the classroom as well as a practical guide.

The wood crosstie has served the American railroad industry since its earliest days. The dependability and service life of this wood component has been exemplary. With the use of wood preservatives, the durability and service life of wood is significantly enhanced. The information provided in this booklet provides a description of the identification, treatment and ultimate use of wood in the engineered crosstie system. The Tie Guide provides a common thread illustrating the development and ultimate performance of the treated wood crosstie. Presented are some practical applications given along with certain technical details outlined in the wood crosstie engineering section. The Railway Tie Association Performance Standard found in the engineered wood crosstie section of this manual describes specific strength property characteristics and load traffic environment applications for the various types of wood tie material. This booklet is intended for use in the classroom as well as a practical guide.


Manual and Study Guide for commercial wood pesticide (wood preservative) applicators. This publication prepares the reader for taking the wood preservative pesticide licensing examinations for application of restricted use pesticides, specifically wood preservatives. Subjects covered include wood and its structure, pests and pest control, laws and regulations, pesticides and wood preservatives), labeling, toxicity, protecting human health and the environment, and pesticide waste disposal.


Federal and State regulations establish standards that you must meet before you can legally use certain pesticides. Effective November 1986, Federal regulations administered by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) restrict the sale and use of certain preservatives to ensure that only properly trained applicators, or people under their direct supervision, will have access to them. Wood preservatives affected by these regulations include creosote, pentachlorophenol (penta), and inorganic arsenicals. This publication will help those preparing for the wood preservative pesticide licensing examinations. Wood pesticides (preservatives) extend the life of wood products by protecting them from damage by insects, fungi, marine borers, and weather. Preservatives are applied on the basis of how and where the products will be used, the expected conditions of exposure to wood-destroying agents, and the cost per year of service life. Crossties, poles, posts, and other wood products that contact the ground or are exposed to the weather must be protected with preservatives to ensure a reasonable service life. Other wood products not in contact with the ground may be treated as a precautionary measure even though they are not exposed to moisture and weather. This publication was revised from a University of Georgia Cooperative Extension Service publication “Wood Preservation and Wood Products Treatment.”


This guide for applicators and handlers of wood preservatives and wood treated products contains information you must know to meet categorical national standards. Because this guide was written to encompass the entire nation, some information important to your individual state may not be included. The guide discusses the prevention of wood deterioration and degradation. It includes (1) recognition of pests and the damage they can cause, (2) methods of control, and (3) environmental and safety precautions.


Pentachlorophenol, creosote, and other chemicals are used to preserve poles, crossarms, and railroad ties for the electric, telecommunications, and railroad industries. Each year, millions of pieces of treated wood are retired. This report provides information on current and potential options for management of used treated wood.

Changes in environmental concerns, increasing regulatory pressures, and public perceptions concerning the use of treated wood have placed increasing emphasis on the need for safe, economical treating systems that can produce durable wood products. The nearly 60 papers in this proceedings were prepared from presentations given at a 2002 conference sponsored by the Forest Products Society. Subjects covered include: emerging issues in wood protection; an overview of current research on wood protection and durability; durable engineered wood products; environmental issues; new protection technologies; and whole-house protection against termites and decay.


The development of sapstain on the surface of freshly sawn lumber poses major challenges for those interested in marketing wood on the basis of its bright, clear appearance. For decades, sapstain was controlled by dipping freshly sawn lumber into solutions of sodium pentachlorophenate. This situation changed dramatically in the early 1980s as environmental restrictions encouraged the development of alternative sapstain control chemicals and increased the use of kiln drying. The industry remains in a state of flux and lacks a single, broadly toxic and widely used chemical such as sodium penta. The lack of a magic bullet type of chemical that controls stain on all materials has encouraged a wealth of new research to explore the fundamental mechanisms of fungal discoloration, identify new chemicals, and develop alternative non-chemical protection systems. Sapstain and its control was the subject of a conference sponsored by the Department of Forest Products, Oregon State University, held in 1997. This 110-page proceedings represents the written papers from that meeting.


Staining and discoloration of logs and lumber due to the activity of various fungi and bacteria can have a significant economic impact on market value. Although the presence of stain-producing microbial or non-microbial organisms normally does not affect the mechanical properties of the wood, the downgrade in quality due to appearance can have an enormous impact in value-added products such as high-quality hardwood products, veneer, and millwork. This 90-page publication contains technical reports and reviews originally published in the Forest Products Journal that cover in detail the causes and possible methods for preventing and controlling various microbial and non-microbial discolorations in both hardwoods and softwoods.


Wood is subject to decay, insect, and marine borer attack. These agents are nature’s way of recycling wood in the natural ecosystem. Without nature’s recycling systems, we would literally be buried by wood and other cellulosic-based materials such as grass, leaves, and agricultural field residues. However, when wood is used in a more or less permanent application, it must be protected from biological degradation. Destruction can be prevented by any number of methods or combination of methods. This book was written for homeowners, contractors, building supply clerks, architects, and others who use or recommend wood products. This summary briefly reviews the major causes of biological deterioration of wood and how it can be prevented.


Reports results from research on treating Northeastern softwood species.
Although many outlets are available for the utilization of wood fines, economical disposal of sawdust, shavings, and waste chips remains a problem of growing concern to the wood industry. This report summarizes current uses for wood residues and provides sources of further information on available outlets, processing methods, and economic considerations.

Summary of possible uses and markets for sawmill residues (i.e., slabs, edging strips, and trim).

What to do with bark is a major question facing the wood conversion industries. Optimum utilization of bark residues demands appreciation of the complexity of bark and the extreme variation in chemical and physical properties between barks of different wood species. This report discusses bark structure, past and present utilization, and methods of upgrading bark both physically and chemically for increased utilization. Pertinent literature citations and continuing bibliographic sources of information on bark are included. Appended directories indicate sources of technical assistance and utilization equipment.

The need to measure the volumes of all materials produced in the sawmilling process is becoming more important as the value of these materials increases. This paper introduces a geometric model with which to calculate the volumes of these materials with a minimum of data gathering. Methods to calculate the volumes of green lumber, dry lumber, green chips, green sawdust, and dry planer shavings are given. The mathematical and geometric theory making up the model is illustrated by equations and drawings.

Many uses exist for forest residues, and the Forest Products Laboratory receives numerous requests for information on the subject. This report is designed to furnish that information to people in the forest and wood-using industries, those who contemplate entering these industries, and others interested in conserving timber supplies. Consideration of the problems involved necessitates the discussion of some aspects of residue utilization that are quite obvious to the experienced operator but less apparent to others. The existence of forest “residue” is proverbial. Much of this residue is uncontrollable, yet a large portion of it may be reduced. Because wood lacks the plastic flow qualities necessary for such major reshaping as is done with metals, the irregularly round shape and varying dimensions of the tree must be reduced to the required shape and size by removal of extraneous material. Parts of the trees, or entire trees, are rejected for a specific use because of size, shape, quality, or species. Such residue is often increased by poor operating practice or by mismanufacture, and some woods mismanufacture is the direct cause of residue in later stages of processing. Forest residues wasted through nonuse can be reduced by preventive measures. The portion of the residue due to the nature of the raw material is unavoidable, of course, but improvements in operating practices and processing equipment. Although many outlets are available for the utilization of wood fines, economical disposal of sawdust, shavings, and waste chips remains a problem of growing concern to the wood industry. This report summarizes current uses for wood residues and provides sources of further information on available outlets, processing methods, and economic considerations.
**ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT & INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT**

**Economic Feasibility of Products from Inland West Small-Diameter Timber.** 1996. Henry Spelter, Rong Wang, and Peter Ince. USDA Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, WI. FPL-GTR-92.

A large part of the forests located in the Rocky Mountain region of the U.S. (inland West) is characterized by densely packed, small-diameter stands. The purpose of this study was to determine the economic feasibility of using small-diameter material from this resource to manufacture various wood products: oriented strandboard (OSB), stud lumber, random-length dimension lumber, machine stress rated random length lumber, laminated veneer lumber (LVL), and market pulp. The analysis indicated that LVL promises the best ratio of revenue to wood input, followed by market pulp and OSB. Among the lumber alternatives, machine-stress-rated lumber yields the greatest return. In terms of investment risk, the lower-cost lumber alternatives are favored over the capital-intensive OSB, market pulp, and LVL options. The manufacture of OSB would require the most fiber, almost four times the amount required for market pulp.


More than 1,200 sawmills produce the bulk of U.S. and Canadian softwood lumber. The maps and tables in this report show the location and size of these mills by State and Province. Analysis of timber inventories in relation to use shows a close correspondence between pricing and use intensity. In some Southern States, the intensity of use is approaching recent growth levels. Lumber capacity grew by 13% between 1995 and 2000. The fastest growth occurred in some Canadian regions, while the least growth took place in the western parts of the United States and Canada. In 2001, capacity appears headed for a decline as at least 18 sawmills closed as a result of poor market conditions.


The report is part of an annual series that presents current and historical information on the production, trade, consumption, and prices of timber products in the United States. The report focuses on national statistics, but includes some data for individual States and regions and for Canada. The data were collected from industry trade associations and government agencies. They are intended for use by forest land managers, forest industries, trade associations, forestry schools, renewable resource organizations, libraries, organizations, individuals in the major timber producing and consuming countries of the world, and the general public. A major use of the data presented is tracking technological change over time. One of the major technology shifts occurring in the wood-using industry is the substitution of oriented strandboard (OSB) for plywood in the structural panel sector, as well as a shift in plywood production from the west to the south United States. Some data show these shifts. United States production of structural panels totaled 29.4 billion ft² in 1999. Production of OSB increased from less than 3 billion ft² in 1985 to 11.6 billion ft² in 1999. Plywood production was 20.1 billion ft² in 1985 before falling to 17.8 billion ft² in 1999. The decline in plywood production reflects the continued increase in the OSB share of the traditional plywood market.


Structural and nonstructural panels have been the fastest growing sector among wood products for the past two decades. The recent spate of plant construction and drop in product prices indicate slower growth and consolidation in the next 2 years. Growth in demand is unlikely to catch up with projected capacities until the next century, unless attrition of some existing capacity reduces industry growth. Among structural panels, costs of production are lowest for oriented strandboard, but there is a wide range among plants. Plywood costs are lowest in the U.S. South and highest in the West. Thus, the contraction of western plywood is likely to continue. Overcapacity also looms for nonstructural panels (particleboard and medium density fiberboard), but engineered structural wood products show opportunities for growth.

This report provides general and statistical information on forests products markets in terms of production, trade, consumption, and prices. The current state of the United States economy is described. Market developments are described for sawn softwood, sawn hardwood, softwood log trade, wood-based panels, paper and paperboard, fuelwood, and forest product prices. Detailed information and projections for the year 2003 are presented.


This report lists wood-based panel industry plant locations, production capacities, timber inventories, and wood costs for 24 U.S. states. Industry sectors covered include medium-density fiberboard, particleboard, softwood plywood, and oriented strandboard. Maps of major forest producing states show plant locations and the underlying density of timber stocking by county. The study relates physical measures of timber availability to market measures of timber scarcity and draws inferences about the potential of selected states to increase timber output at their present rate of forest productivity.


In the United States, timber and agriculture are two important components of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The purpose of this study was to quantify the volume and value of timber in the U.S. economy in 1991 and compare the value of timber with that of agriculture. Combined, timber and agriculture accounted for 6.2 percent of total GDP in 1991, and 13.2 percent of the goods and structures portion of GDP. Primary timber products production totaled 17,889 million ft. in 1991 and was valued at $19,370 million. Primary agricultural products were valued at $156,094 million in 1991. Although timber was only 11 percent of combined timber and agricultural primary products production, it was the highest valued crop produced in two regions, the South and Pacific Coast, and fourth highest in two regions, the North and Rocky Mountain. Only the value of corn and soybeans produced in the North exceeded the value of timber produced in any region. Secondary timber-related products added $40,128 million of value; secondary agriculture-related products added $139,554 million. When primary and secondary products were combined, timber-related products accounted for 17 percent of all timber- and agriculture-related products in 1991.


From a starting universe of approximately 1,300 Canadian and American sawmills, 149 were permanently closed between 1996 and 2003. This figure does not include small portable or part-time operations. These mills represented 17.6 million m 3 of capacity, nearly 12% of the 1995 industry total. On the other hand, 25 new mills brought on-line have offset 4.9 million m 3 of lost production potential. Further, upgrades to existing sawmills have added 31 million m 3 of capacity. The region most severely impacted by closures was the U.S. West, which accounted for over half of all the capacity lost. Other regions fared better, with the U.S. South and eastern Canada losing the least, the U.S. North and British Columbia taking somewhat higher losses. Overall, however, each major producing region gained capacity when all changes are accounted for.


Abstract not available.


Examines lumber recovery from very small-diameter logs using state-of-the-art sawmill technology.

Abstract not available.


Abstract not available.


The economic feasibility and profitability of a direct processing system for converting Factory Grades 2 and 3 red oak logs directly into rough dimension parts were evaluated. New present value (NPV) and internal rate of return (IRR) were used as the measurement of economic feasibility, and return on sales (ROS) was used as the measurement of profitability. NPV and IRR were estimated based on the predicted after-tax cash flow for a 10-year period. The results of this study indicate that converting Grade 2 and Grade 3 red oak logs directly into rough dimension parts is economically feasible. Under the given assumptions, an initial capital expenditure of $5.25 million to build a direct processing mill to process Grade 2 red oak logs can generate a $4.43 million NPV with an IRR of 27.5 percent. An initial investment of $4.42 million to build a direct processing mill to process Grade 3 red oak logs can generate a $3.93 million NPV with an IRR of 28.2 percent. It was found that the direct processing system is much more profitable than current sawmills and dimension mills. The predicted ROS values of the direct processing mills are 7 to 12 percent higher than the average upper quartile ROS values achieved by the hardwood sawmill industry and by the hardwood dimension and flooring industry from 1983 to 1992. A sensitivity analysis indicates that dimension part price, green cutting yield, and drying degrade and remanufacturing loss are the three most important factors affecting the economic feasibility and profitability of the direct processing systems. If the drying degrade and remanufacturing loss is too high, the proposed direct processing system may not be able to achieve its high profit potential.


Several senior natural resource analysts study the role played by innovation, particularly technological innovation, in the pursuit of heightened productivity. Increasing the output of a given input improves a firm's bottom line, makes it more competitive internationally, and reduces the potential for resource depletion and shortages. Thus, high productivity is a necessary ingredient of economic prosperity. This book illustrates the importance of technological innovation in achieving an acceptable level of output and efficiency. In this important new offering, a team of resource scholars describes and chronicles the development of recent innovations in selected natural resource industries. The authors also reveal the causes, sources, and net effect of such innovation on productivity. In all of these sectors productivity has increased considerably since the early 1980s, although the level of improvement varies across industries. To what degree did technological innovation contribute to that increase? Individual detailed case studies detail important innovations in America's coal, petroleum, copper, and forest industries. The primary focus is on extraction and production technologies, although the existence and importance of innovation in other areas such as management technique also enter the picture. For example, the combination of new technology with restructuring seems to have breathed new life into a floundering U.S. copper industry. The authors describe the origin and diffusion of important innovation, and the concluding chapter quantifies the net effect of such innovation on productivity.


Abstract not available.


Abstract not available.

With the manufacturing of forest products becoming ever more management- and capital-intensive, this book provides answers to questions such as how do successful firms grow and prosper? How does the industry at-large cope with the cyclic business environment? The answers lie more in attitudes and thought processes than in ready resources and markets. With time-tested management concepts in action, not just outlined in theory, this book presents 24 chapters organized into six sections: forest products enterprise: a study in change (overview); management heritage; management planning; production process; management and cost control techniques; and managing change. Topics examined within these sections cover everything from industry roots to financial planning and budgeting, mill scheduling and inventory control, energy management, and new technology and innovation. Addressing both technical as well as management concerns, this is a "must-have" reference for supervisors, operations managers, and executives involved in manufacturing softwood lumber, plywood, and reconstituted products.


Part One presents insights and concepts, management tools, and the guidance systems companies need to understand in order to meet challenges and capture opportunities on the way to achieving BestPossible profits. Part Two outlines opportunity-based management principles and describes how companies can use optimization technology to produce departmental “roadmaps” to ensure that management efforts culminate in BestPossible profits. Included is a discussion on how to use internal benchmarking to track progress, minimize slippage, and document accomplishments. Part Three looks to the future and describes what a company must do to continually improve its BestPossible profit picture and thus have uninterrupted access to fresh opportunities. The entire forest products industry is on a high-tech journey into the future. Managers who are learning to use high-tech management tools to identify and manage complexity are leading this journey. This guidebook was written for such managers and others who wish to follow their lead.


This book is intended to provide sawmill managers with the basics for successful sawmill operations. It discusses technical and business issues and the intangibles essentials for good business planning and operation.


This booklet is a guide to establishing a simple profit planning and cost management system for small sawmills. The booklet can be used to help you, the sawmill manager, custom design and implement a profit planning and cost management system for your sawmill business.


Abstract not available.


Describes a record keeping system of expenditures for sawmill operators. This publication supersedes an earlier publication "A Cost Accounting System for Small Sawmills" 1965. James Whittaker. USDA Forest Service, Central States Forest Experiment Station.


If you know what you are doing in the woods but get lost in the office, this book will give you the business tools you need. This handbook is for loggers—whether your business is successful or breakeven. Section I gives an outline of
basic organizational structure. Section II covers operations management and control. Included are thirty-three cost analysis, personnel and equipment management forms.


Describes a record keeping system of expenditures for logging contractors.


Abstract not available.


This is a comprehensive guide providing the reader with the necessary information on starting, managing, and growing a small business.


Abstract not available.


Abstract not available.


A guide to the information services and sources provided to 100 small businesses by associations, consultants, educational programs, franchisers, government agencies (federal, state, and local), reference works, statisticians, suppliers, trade shows, and venture capital firms.


Guide for creating strategic, marketing and business plans for the forest products industry, primarily for medium to small operations. This guide is written with the objective of providing a tool to for creating: (1) strategic, (2) marketing, and (3) business plans for the forest products industry, primarily for medium to small operations. It is to provide a framework for organizing ideas, mobilizing skills, and formalizing plans to maximize the ability to implement, measure, and control business activities.


This paper outlines considerations in the form of questions in the establishment of viable sawmill businesses. Considerations include timber resource, market, facilities, regulatory, siting, workforce, sawmill design and layout, management, and operations aspects. Sawmilling is a more complicated business than first appears. Success begins by asking the right questions.
A business plan is an essential tool in starting and managing a new or expanding venture. It is not only a comprehensive gathering or ideas and information on the potential business and its feasibility, but it is also a way of monitoring that business, once established. Business plans are important sources of information for the organizers of a company as well as for their lenders, investors, potential partners, and business advisors. The author explains how to write business plans for forest products industries.


Guide and checklist for siting forest products industries (primary and secondary). Applicable Nation wide.


Abstract not available.


Abstract not available.

FOREST PRODUCTS MARKETING


We live in the information age and the success of your business depends largely on your ability to acquire relevant timely information. This is especially true when it comes to information that helps you market the products you produce. Because we live in the information age you are faced with a glut of information about a never-ending list of topics and markets. This publication is designed for several purposes. First it is a source of places to go to find market information. Second it provides guidance so that you can find your way to where you want to go without wasting valuable time searching in the wrong place. Whenever possible we list sources that summarize or consolidate data that may be of use to you. For example, there are many publications that consolidate U.S. Department of Commerce data into a readable format on an industry-by-industry basis, something that can save you literally hours of research time. Finally, no publication can list all the possible sources of information, but we hope that this can be a resource that you use on a regular basis to begin your search for the answers to your current questions. We hope this makes your job easier and makes you a more effective marketer.


To stay profitable in today’s economy, wood products must be marketed to specific markets, such as home center store sales, repairing, remodeling, the do-it-yourself market, factory-built homes, components, or export markets. Providing examples from the field and descriptions of marketing tactics and preparation checklists, this guide shows you how to: find your market niche; identify potential customers and target markets; develop the appropriate wood products; compete by using product differentiation; develop the most profitable distribution system; improve sales with packaging and point of purchase tags; promote the unique characteristics of each wood species; and hedge the risks of a new product venture. In addition, there are ideas for low-cost promotions; pricing and merchandizing strategies; a marketing glossary; and lists of trade journals, associations, and other references and resources. For marketing newcomers as well as experienced strategists, this book offers innovative ideas for increasing market share and capturing market segments throughout the wood products industry.

Discusses industrial markets, marketing, and marketing plans for lumber, panels, paper, and allied products.


Guide designed to serve as a source for marketing and strategic forest products infrastructure development produced under contract for S&PF NA utilization and marketing program.


Abstract not available.


Guide designed to serve as a source of marketing methods and strategies for manufacturers and entrepreneurs. Guide includes marketing concepts, quick marketing research methods, ways to locate customers, exporting, and financing.


Abstract not available.


Provides a number of marketing tips for wood products businesses and entrepreneurs.


A guide to the North American softwood lumber market and marketing.


Solid wood is important to the construction, manufacturing, and shipping segments of the U.S. economy. Nearly all new houses are built with wood, and wood building products are used in the construction of nonresidential buildings, and in the upkeep and improvement of existing structures. Solid wood is used extensively to produce and transport manufactured products. It also provides a renewable energy source for industrial, commercial, and residential applications. In 1998, 19.6 billion cubic feet, roundwood equivalent, of all timber products were consumed in the United States, down slightly from 1996, but considerably greater than in 1962. About 87 percent of this was for industrial products, and 13 percent for fuelwood. Excluding fuelwood, solid wood timber products accounted for about 67 percent of the industrial roundwood consumed, and pulpwood products about 33 percent. Large amounts of residues are generated in the production of solid wood products, about 10 to 15 percent of total industrial roundwood consumption. Thus, solid wood products and pulpwood products each account for about half of the industrial roundwood consumed. This report examines solid wood timber products consumption in the United States over the past 40 to 45 years, relates changes in consumption to economic, social, and institutional factors during the period, and presents estimates of consumption in major end-use markets. Trends in timber products production, foreign trade, and domestic consumption over the past half century also are examined.

The furniture industry in the United States has been losing market share to imports for the past two decades. This article focuses on the market segment where most of the loss has occurred: the important wood household (non-upholstered) sector (SIC code 2511). In the upholstered furniture sector, exports are still larger than imports. But the wood household furniture sector is the largest sector in the furniture industry.


This article explains how hardwood lumber producers can best market their product. The study included four segments of the market for hardwood lumber. These segments were: furniture, cabinet, dimension and flooring, and molding/millwork manufacturers. The article explains how the study was conducted and the characteristics of companies (i.e., potential customers) that were included. It also discusses the hardwood lumber purchasing characteristics of companies in each of the market segments.


This article discusses the reasons companies (buyers) are dissatisfied when purchasing hardwood lumber and the importance of various lumber and supplier characteristics.


The millwork industry, which includes manufacture of doors, windows, stair parts, blinds, mouldings, picture frame material, and assorted trim, can be a lucrative value-added opportunity for sawmills. Those entering the value-added millwork market often find that it is a great opportunity to generate greater profits from upper grades and utility species, such as yellow poplar. In the past, approximately 75 percent of mouldings and millwork were made from softwoods, while the rest were made from hardwoods. However, this picture has been changing due to old-growth harvesting restrictions in the Pacific Northwest. More and more opportunities are being created for Eastern hardwoods.


As sawmills search for new opportunities to add value to rough sawn lumber, many consider producing dimension parts as one solution. Assembling dimension parts into edge-glued panels or standard blanks can add even further value. Blanks are defined as pieces of solid wood (which may be edge-glued) that are manufactured to a predetermined size. This article discusses the manufacturing of blanks and edge-glued panels as well as current markets.


The production and consumption of hardwood lumber increased during the 1980s and is predicted to remain at high levels during the 1990's. In recent years, annual growth has exceeded annual removals on hardwood forests. However, much of the growth has been in species that are relatively underutilized in high value markets such as
furniture and cabinets. Volumes of the most popular species, the oaks, experienced smaller increases. Sawtimber inventories of select species are skewed toward lower grade logs. The potential grade output from this material is skewed toward lower grade lumber (No. 2 Common and below). Potential differences between the demand and availability of the more popular species can be mitigated by species substitution. The relatively low quality of much of the resource and the growth in demand for higher quality lumber will necessitate continued markets for lower grade lumber and perhaps changes in consumer acceptance or technology.


This paper discusses some of the many problems in developing marketing programs for small wood products manufacturers. It examines the problems of using price as a dominant means for getting and attracting customers. The marketing of hardwood lumber to furniture producers is then used as an example. Data from 36 furniture lumber buyers is presented to illustrate various product and service attributes of hardwood lumber which can be emphasized other than low price.


Abstract not available.


This is the first part of a two-part study investigating markets for hardwood plywood. North American architectural woodworkers were surveyed to better understand the structure and use of wood-based panels in the industry. A questionnaire was mailed to a sample of U.S. and Canadian architectural woodworkers. The sample consisted of members of the Architectural Woodwork Institute (AWI) and the Woodwork Institute of California (WIC). The response rate, adjusted for bad addresses, was 31 percent. The average architectural woodworker purchased $283,000 of panel materials in 1997, and $111,000 of hardwood plywood. Of total panel purchases, hardwood plywood (including all substrates covered with a hardwood veneer) represented 37 percent, followed by melamine-coated board (21%), raw particleboard (17%), and high-pressure laminate (8%). The Northeast region represented 38 percent of total hardwood plywood purchases by architectural woodworkers followed by the Midwest (20.4%); the Southeast (14.9%); the West (9.1%); and the South Central (8.3%). Of the hardwood plywood purchased, 37 percent was particleboard core, 33 percent veneer core, and 24 percent medium density fiberboard core. Sixty-three percent of total hardwood plywood was premium grade, followed by custom (25%), and paint grade (7%). Red oak was the predominant face species used (31%), followed by maple (17%), cherry (16%), birch (10%), and mahogany (9%). Eighty-two percent of the faces were constructed of sliced veneer. Nearly 4 percent of total hardwood plywood purchases were of pre-finished plywood. This number was expected to increase to nearly 7 percent by the year 2000. The most important hardwood plywood attribute as perceived by architectural woodworkers was absence of delamination of veneers, followed by absence of defects showing through face, on-time delivery, absence of warp, and orders shipped correctly.


This is the second part of a two-part study investigating markets for hardwood plywood. Part 1 dealt with architectural woodworkers. North American fixture manufacturers were surveyed to better understand the structure and use of wood-based panels in the industry. A questionnaire was mailed to a sample of U.S. and Canadian fixture manufacturers. The sample consisted of members of the National Association of Store Fixture Manufacturers (NASFM). The response rate, adjusted for bad addresses, was 20 percent. The average fixture manufacturer purchased $1.2 million of panel materials in 1997, and $244,000 of hardwood plywood. Of total panel purchases, medium density fiberboard (MDF) represented 28 percent, hardwood plywood (including all substrates covered with a hardwood veneer) represented 20 percent, melamine-coated board was 20 percent, raw particleboard was 15 percent, and high-pressure laminate was 11 percent. Of the hardwood plywood purchased, 47 percent was MDF core, 34 percent was particleboard, and 14 percent was veneer core. Sixty-four percent of
total hardwood plywood was premium grade, followed by custom (27%), and paint grade (5%). Red oak was the predominant face species used (31%), followed by maple (24%), cherry (11%), birch (10%), and white oak (5%). Fifty-two percent of the faces were constructed of sliced veneer. Over 6 percent of the total hardwood plywood purchases was of pre-finished plywood. This number was expected to increase to 12 percent by the year 2000. The most important hardwood plywood attribute as perceived by fixture manufacturers was absence of delamination of veneers, followed by on-time delivery, orders shipped correctly, and shipment arrives in good condition.

**FOREST PRODUCTS EXPORTING & INTERNATIONAL TRADE**


Guide designed to serve as a source for exporting wood products including sources of assistance. Topics include: Forest products economic aspects, tariff on wood products, export marketing, forest products marketing, overseas Private Investment Corporation.


Abstract not available.

**Wood Products International Trade and Foreign Markets.** Annually. USDA Foreign Agriculture Service, Circular Series. (Annual Statistical Trade Issue, WP 1-93 and Annual Production, Consumption, and Trade Issue, WP 2-93. Forest Products Division, Room 4647, South Agriculture Building, Washington DC 20250-1000. (202) 720-0638. (202) 720-8461. This information is online and can be found in http://www.fas.usda.gov

Abstracts not available.


Abstracts not available. Publication discusses terms and conversion factors for doing business in 10 major foreign markets.


Two multilingual dictionaries each containing the foreign translations for over 4,000 specialized terms used in all aspects of the forest products industry. These up-to-date references cover processing techniques, machines, systems, new timber species, and new wood-based materials. Invaluable references for forest industry traders, importers, exporters, wood converters, and furniture and paper manufacturers.


Abstract not available.


In the 1980's, China emerged as the world's second largest importer of forest products and the second largest importer of U.S. forest products. However, U.S. wood products exports to China declined nearly 93 percent from 1988 to 1996, from >/=448 million to >/=33 million. Little is known about the reasons that caused this decline. Less is probably known about the forestry and wood products market in China than most other U.S. trading partners. A consulting report by Ernst & Young for American Forest & Paper Association explored a strategy for expanding exports of U.S. forest products to China; however, its data and information are limited to 1993 to 1994. Other studies of the wood products market in China by DBC Associates, the National Forest Products Association, and Waggener are dated, and reports by the USDA
Foreign Agriculture Service are mostly anecdotal. This article describes recent trends of China's wood products imports and communicates the results of interviews with major wood products importers in China regarding the competitiveness of U.S. wood products in China.


Abstract not available.

**Log Export and Import Restrictions of the U.S. Pacific Northwest and British Columbia: Past and Present.** 1998
Christine L. Lane. USDA Forest Service, Pacific Northwest Research Station. Portland, OR. GTR 436

Export constraints affecting North American west coast logs have existed intermittently since 1831. Recent developments have tended toward tighter restrictions. National, Provincial, and State rules are described.


The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) took effect on January 1, 1994, beginning what might result in a restructuring of trade in the hemisphere, especially between the United States and Mexico. This restructuring and expected welfare gains are intended outcomes of the kind of freer trade among countries that has been sweeping the hemisphere for at least ten years. An ultimate outcome of hemispheric economic liberalization might be a regional free trade accord-a Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA). NAFTA and this possible descendant may affect forest products trade and the forest products sectors of some of these countries. Significantly, much change will occur for exports of United States hardwood products. It is important that hardwood product manufacturers in the United States understand the importance of Latin America relative to other trading partners and the possible effects of regional trade liberalization on United States trade in these and competing products. More information on the expected effects of NAFTA and a proposed FTAA will help current and potential future exporters to the region and investors in the region make better trade and investment decisions. In the following pages, we place Latin America in context with regard to forest products trade, particularly for hardwood solid wood products, and we report some predictions of the effects of NAFTA and an FTAA relevant to hardwood products manufacturers of the United States. We begin by describing the genesis of NAFTA and other regional accords, proceed to summarize current trade in key forest products among North American countries, and finish by providing some predictions and recommendations about opportunities for United States hardwood producers.


When Mexico began liberalizing its domestic market and foreign trade a decade ago, the U.S. Government hoped U.S. exporters would gain easier access to the Nation's third most important foreign market, after Japan and Canada. Having just completed a free trade accord with Canada, U.S. trade officials sought to solidify changes in Mexico and encourage further economic reform by negotiating the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Similar economic and political motivations are behind current U.S. Government interest in adding other countries to NAFTA or establishing an Americas-wide free trade area. Latin American leaders have themselves expressed a desire to create a regional free trade area by 2005. If new countries join NAFTA or if hemispheric free trade is accomplished in another way, among the new signatories might be relatively large producers and consumers of forest products Ca prospect that should draw the attention of U.S. forest products manufacturers and consumers. Some have suggested that growth in the forest sectors of Latin American countries might raise competitive pressures on North American forest products producers. Others have simply indicated the region's potential for substantially increased forest products output. No research, however, has been published on how NAFTA expansion to include other major forest products producers would affect competition. Given the current structure of trade in the Americas and the existing constraints to trade in forest products between the United States and the other countries, how would expansion of NAFTA change the situation?
Although North American forests traditionally have been viewed as a source of wood and paper, a variety of profitable products are being discovered that come not only from trees, but from nonwoody plants, lichens, fungi, algae, and microorganisms. The northern temperate forests’ abundant biotic resources are being transformed into medicinals, botanicals, decoratives, natural foods, and a host of other novel and useful products. These products are referred to as secondary, specialty, special, or non-timber forest products. Consumer forces, social climate, expanding global markets, and an increase in entrepreneurialism are contributing to a new interest in developing these products as a viable economic option. Species diversity, a biological attribute that contributes to the ecological stability of forests, takes on an economic value to those sourcing or “biodiversity prospecting” for natural products. Consideration should be given to how this diversity might contribute to stabilizing economies, particularly of communities that have a vital relationship with forests. A totally integrated model of ecosystem management or of sustainable forestry would include this kind of interaction. The Sustainable Forestry Partnership and the College of Forestry at Oregon State University along with the Pacific Northwest Research Station, and funded in part by the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, presented a seminar series at Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon, in the fall of 1995. The intent of the seminar series, “Special Forest Products—Biodiversity Meets the Marketplace,” was to stimulate new and continuing dialogue concerning future sustainability of forest resources as they evolve along with other societal and economic trends into the 21st century. This proceedings is an outcome of the seminars given by 11 experts who, with first-hand knowledge, offered new creative approaches for developing, managing, and conserving non-timber forest resources.


Discusses a wide range of special forest products that represent opportunities for rural entrepreneurs to supplement their incomes. For many rural areas, the path to sustainable economic development will include innovative approaches to natural resource conservation, management, and utilization. This publication describes special forest products that represent opportunities for rural entrepreneurs to supplement their incomes. The types of products discussed in this publication include aromatics, berries and wild fruits, cones and seeds, forest botanicals, honey, mushrooms, nuts, syrup, and weaving and dyeing materials. Each chapter describes market and competition considerations, distribution and packaging, equipment needs, and resource conservation considerations, and presents a profile of a rural business marketing the products. In general, products suitable for very small or part-time operations are described. A suggested role for each type of microenterprise within a broader rural economic development framework is also mentioned. Each chapter concludes with a list of contributors and additional resources.


Contains a wide variety of papers given at the first international conference on non-timber forest products (NTFP) in cold temperate and boreal forests. Focuses on many facets of NTFPs: economics, society, biology, resource management, business development, and others.


The contribution of the nontimber forest products industry in the Pacific Northwest is described and analyzed from economic, social, and ecological perspectives. The promise of replacement for declining timber harvests has been largely unmet. On the other hand, nontimber forest products harvesting provides opportunities to people with the fewest options—recent immigrant groups and residents of economically distressed communities. In addition, the current economic contribution of nontimber forest products may be
considerably less than the future potential gain under management regimes that emphasize both timber and nontimber products.


This bibliography encompasses literature on the historic and current scope of nontimber forest product industries in the Pacific Northwest and includes references on international markets and trade that bear on these industries. Key themes in the bibliography are biological and socioeconomic aspects of resource management for sustainable production; procedures for identifying, monitoring, and inventorying important resources; means for technical innovation and resource development; and public education about nontimber forest resources. Social policy issues address the role of nontimber forest products in rural development and the spectrum of ethical considerations required for socially acceptable policy formulation. Economics literature covers estimating the contribution of nontimber forest products to a whole ecosystem economy, analyzing and planning for joint production of agroforestry systems, and enhancing the performance of nontimber forest product sectors.

**WOOD ENERGY**

**Primer on Wood Biomass for Energy.** 2003. Richard Bergman and John Zerbe. USDA Forest Service, Technology Marketing Unit, Forest Products Laboratory. Madison, WI.

The purpose of this paper is to explain and describe the concepts of wood energy on a residential, commercial, and industrial scale in the United States so that the Forest Service can help meet the demands of communities involved in the forest products industry. In addition, the terminology associated with this field is for individuals to develop a basic understanding and familiarity with the technical terms that are common to bioenergy technology. Definitions specific to wood energy are given at the end of this report.


Biopower is the production of electricity from renewable biomass resources. The production cycle has five key elements: biomass supply, transportation, handling, conversion, and electricity generation. Biopower is a proven commercial electricity generating option in the United States, and with about 11 GW of installed capacity, is the single largest source of non-hydro renewable electricity. There are many types of biomass feedstocks from diverse sources. This creates technical and economic challenges for biopower plant operators because each feedstock has different physical and thermo-chemical characteristics and delivered costs. Characteristics of biopower facilities, including feedstock flexibility and capacities that are typically much lower than fossil-fuel power plants, present opportunities for market penetrations in unconventional ways. Feedstock type and availability, proximity to users or transmission stations, and markets for potential by-products will influence which biomass conversion technology is selected and the scale of operation. Nationally, there appears to be a generous fuel supply; however, lack of infrastructure to obtain fuels currently prevent utilization of much of this supply. The nearest term low-cost option for the use of biomass is cofiring with coal in existing boilers. A potentially attractive biopower option is based on gasification. Gasification for power production involves the conversion of biomass to produce "biogas" for use in power generation. Direct-fired combustion technologies are options for retrofitting existing facilities to improve process efficiency.


As U.S. population and energy consumption increase, accompanied by growing concerns about global change and atmospheric pollution, there may be an opportunity for wood biomass to play a greater role in energy production if fossil fuel prices increase as projected by the U.S. Department of Energy. Forest biomass inventory is substantial in the United States and significant amounts of wood residue are generated from processing, construction, demolition, and municipal solid waste. Prospects for expanding the use of wood biomass for producing electrical power or ethanol will be enhanced by environmental needs and improvements in technology. Environmental needs include 1) reducing carbon emissions from fossil fuels and sequestering carbon; 2) removing wood from forests to improve forest health; 3) diverting urban
waste streams from landfills; and 4) generating oxygenates, possibly from ethanol, for gasoline. Technology needs include improvement of short-rotation intensive culture techniques for plantations and improvement of electrical power and ethanol production processes. These efforts can help improve the comparative advantage of wood biomass feedstocks relative to fossil fuel feedstocks. Key environmental concerns will constrain the supply of wood biomass from forests and plantations; particularly concern for the effects of management for wood fuel on the diversity of plants and animals and on the depletion of soil and water resources. 1 increasing general demands for energy and chemicals; 1 abundance and availability of wood biomass sources; 1 the need to reduce fossil fuel consumption because of negative environmental impacts. Wood biomass is physically abundant in U.S. forests, and there are potential new and expanded sources from wood-waste production and short-rotation intensive culture (SRIC). A range of economic influences and environmental concerns will both promote and restrict the use of these sources. These include an increasing wood supply, new uses of biomass for energy, and certain environmental constraints.


Wood energy can be important in meeting the energy needs of Alaska communities that have access to abundant biomass resources. In the Kenai Peninsula, a continuing spruce bark beetle (Dendroctonus rufipennis (Kirby)) infestation has created large volumes of standing dead spruce trees (Picea spp.). For this evaluation, a site in the Kenai-Soldotna area was chosen for a small, industrial-scale (4 million British thermal units (BTUs) per hour) wood-fired hot water heating system, which could be fueled by salvaged spruce timber and also by sawmilling residues. Thirty-six different scenarios were evaluated by using wood fuel costs ranging from $10 to $50 per delivered ton, alternative fuel costs from $1 to $2 per gallon, and fuel moisture contents of either 20 percent or 50 percent (green basis). In addition, two different capital costs were considered. Internal rates of return varied from less than 0 to about 31 percent, and project payback periods varied from 4 years to greater than 20 years. Potential barriers to the long-term sustainability of a wood energy system in the Kenai Peninsula include the availability of biomass material once current spruce salvage activities subside. The estimated wood fuel requirements of about 2,000 tons per year are expected to be easily met by spruce salvage operations over the short term and by sawmill residues after salvage inventories diminish. It is expected that a wood energy system this size would not significantly reduce overall fuel loads in the area, but instead would be a good demonstration of this type of system while providing other community benefits and energy savings.


A reference source is provided for estimating the amount of heat energy that may be recovered using wood or bark fuel in typical furnace and boiler or hot air combustion heat recovery systems. A survey of reported data on higher heating values for various species of wood and bark fuels is provided. A set of formulas of a type commonly used by combustion technologists is also provided for estimating combustion system losses and net recoverable heat energy per pound of fuel as-fired, based on fuel higher heating value, moisture content, and excess air stack gas temperature, and ambient temperature assumptions.


Illustrates the potential of harvesting wood for industrial energy, based on the results of five harvesting studies. Presents information on harvesting operations, equipment costs, and productivity. Discusses mechanized thinning of hardwoods, clearcutting of low-value stands and recovery of hardwood tops and limbs. Also includes basic information on the physical and fuel properties of wood.


Abstract not available.
URBAN WOOD UTILIZATION & RECYCLING


To show how municipal tree removals can be utilized for traditional wood products, this publication highlights 16 successful projects from around the country. These case studies are organized by the different types of participants: State and regional partnerships, municipalities, tree service firms, entrepreneurs, and sawmills. Contact information is provided for each case study.


Provides an alternative strategy for using street trees removals; a recycling strategy that can potentially turn a cost-burden scenario into an income-generating opportunity.


This report presents eight case studies of successful urban wood waste recycling projects and businesses. These studies document the success of recovered products such as lumber and lumber products, mulch, boiler fuel, and alternative cover for landfills. Overall, wood waste accounts for about 17% of the total waste received at municipal solid waste landfills in the United States. In 1998, the amount of urban wood waste generated was more than 160 million tons, with 29.6 million tons available for recovery. Similarly, in 1998, new construction in the United States generated 8.7 million tons of wood waste, with 6.6 million tons available for recovery; demolition waste generated 26.4 million tons of wood waste, with 9 million tons available for recovery. The case studies were selected on the basis of the following criteria: an emphasis on partnerships among communities, businesses, governments, and non-governmental organizations; efficient use of funds; sustained creation of enterprise; and a high benefit/cost ratio.


Three to four billion board feet of lumber are being fed into landfills throughout the United States each year. Author Sherrill explains not only the importance of harvesting urban trees, but also how to do it. He details how local businesses, woodworkers, and city governments can undertake their own urban timber harvesting programs. Explained in detail are felling, safety, timber conversion, and seasoning lumber from urban trees.


This directory lists by state and county the names and addresses of wood residue receivers nationwide. It is designed to be used by waste wood producers such as builders, remodelers, and demolition contractors to avoid costly landfill fees and better utilize previously discarded wood wastes.


The awareness and concerns regarding the environmental impacts and disposal of chromated copper arsenate (CCA) treated wood products are increasing. Several investigators predict that the quantities of CCA-treated lumber will increase significantly in the upcoming decades. Additionally, with the number of landfills decreasing, landfill tipping fees increasing, and limitations being placed on the types of materials which can be landfilled, it is vital that treated wood currently directed to landfills be recycled.

Included in the Conference Proceedings are five papers on the resource situation, nine papers on possibilities for utilization, and three papers on planning.

**MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST**

**Exterior Wood in the South: Selection, Applications, and Finishes.** Dan Cassens and Bill Feist. USDA Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, WI. FPL-GTR-69

Wood continues to play an important role as a structural material in today's high-tech society. As lumber and in reconstituted products, wood is commonly used for house siding, trim, decks, fences, and countless other exterior and interior applications. When wood is exposed to the elements, particularly sunlight and moisture, special precautions must be taken in structural design as well as in the selection and application of the finish. This is especially true in the South, where excessive moisture can quickly damage a structure and erode the finish.

This report describes the characteristics of wood finishes and their proper application to solid and reconstituted wood products. It describes how manufacturing and construction practices affect the surfaces of wood products, how various types of finishes interact with the surface, and how weathering affects the finished surfaces. Methods for selecting and applying various exterior wood finishes are presented. Finally, the failure and discoloration of wood finishes are discussed, and methods are described for preventing these problems. The information and advice given in this report provide a guide for obtaining maximum service life for finished exterior wood products in the South.


Presents sound principles for wood-frame house construction and suggestions for selecting suitable materials.

**Changing Utilization of Hardwoods.** 1962. Ed Locke. USDA Forest Service, Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, WI. Report No. 2244

Except for a few comments relating to markets, the FPL Director's comments state the current state of the hardwood resource as it relates to hardwood utilization - that of lower quality trees - an underutilized resource. Anyone working with small diameter or underutilized trees should read this.


Contains descriptions of 370 species or generic groupings of tropical trees and their timbers grouped by regional origin: Tropical America, Africa, and Southeast Asia and Oceania. Standardized descriptions emphasize physical and mechanical properties, processing characteristics, and uses. Data have been compiled, evaluated, and synthesized from the world literature. Extensive tables of technical data are coded to permit easy comparison of species properties and to aid in the selection of woods most suitable for particular end uses.


Technological options exist for timber conservation by using more recycled fiber, new composite or engineered wood products, and substitutes based on alternative materials or technologies. Given these technological options, conservation could occur as an economic response to market conditions. This is supported by historical trends, economic theory, and cost comparisons. In the long run, market conditions and technology development could lead to timber conservation in much the same way that constraints on energy resources recently led to energy conservation. In any case, markets and
technology together play a significant role in timber conservation. Growing demand threatens the integrity of forest ecosystems, both in the United States and in countries that we import forest products from. Apart from policy intervention to reduce timber consumption or intensification of timber management to provide greater timber supply, markets and technology can play a significant role in effectuating timber conservation. In this paper, we recognize that efficient pathways for evolution of technology in the future will be determined to a great extent by the influence of resource market conditions (i.e. market trends for timber, energy, etc.). Without policy intervention, timber consumption will be determined largely by input requirements of different production technologies and the evolution of those technologies as influenced by comparative economic advantages and market conditions. Changing market conditions can influence timber consumption via economic substitution and technological change. Thus, resource markets and technology of the forest product sector (including pulp and paper) are significantly intertwined with timber resource conservation.


Presents a collection of U.S. research papers about chunkwood, an alternative form of comminuted wood particles that range from finger size up to fairly large, blocky particles of wood. Discusses chunkwood’s characteristics, storage and drying, machinery, and use to build low-volume roads and as furnish for composite flake products.


Since early 1999 and through the first half of 2000 both the European and North American pulp and paper sectors sustained a strong economic recovery. Recovery contrasted with relatively volatile markets from 1996 through 1998, and afforded producers the best market conditions since the previous market peak in 1995. The recovery is attributed to stable economic growth in North America and Europe, restrained growth in mill capacity, and an upturn in Asian and global markets.


The productivity of U.S. wood and paper product output in terms of wood input is computed and displayed in graphs. Background tables provide supporting data. The productivity trend parallels trends in the recovered paper utilization rate. Recycling and wood residue use are key factors in productivity gains.


This manual contains a wealth of important information on the design, construction, finishing, and maintenance of wood decks that is not available in other deck construction publications, including: Span tables for deck design. Unbiased technical information that clearly outlines the dos and the don'ts of wood deck design and construction. Information on the properties of various wood species used in deck construction and how these properties affect the quality and longevity of wood decks. Detailed discussion of proper materials and procedures for finishing wood decks. Proper procedures for inspecting and maintaining various deck components and finishes. *Wood Decks: Materials, Construction, and Finishing* is an invaluable resource for designers, home builders, remodelers, and do-it-yourselfers who are interested in wood decks.


The forest industry is an essential global industry—yet it is an enigma. Some believe the Paul Bunyan heritage still lives: a heritage of big men, huge mills, and ancient trees. Others are not so sure: they know trees are the mainstay raw material for lumber, papers, and other products, but they don’t know if the forest reemerges after harvest, and if it does will the land ever return to its preharvest condition. Somehow the industry has not escaped its cut-and-move-on reputation of the 19th century. The consumer and the industry have somehow each failed to recognize the change in each other. This book is a progress report to the industry participant, the consumer, the investor, and others who depend in some way on the
forest and its products. Hands-on business activities, interviews, observations, and detailed research in the United States and 20 other countries covering five continents over the decades have provided material for the text. The 19 chapters are divided into five sections: an overview; the raw material base: globalization and re-engineering; the mills: adapting to changes; marketing and sales: meeting global demand; and moving ahead to the 21st century.


Selective logging of a number of western species (e.g., ponderosa pine) and effective fire suppression methods have had a major impact on the health and composition of millions of acres of forests in the western United States. Many forest stands in the west are densely stocked, and the implementation of ecological restoration treatments in these stands will result in significant volumes of small diameter (20 to 38 cm d.b.h.) being available for processing. The papers in this 98-page proceedings were given at the 1999 Forest Products Society Annual Meeting in Boise, Idaho. The papers were selected for their focus on the management, characteristics, and quality of small-diameter softwood timber, and the challenges and opportunities involved in the processing and use of this timber in value-added products.


Nearly all physical properties of wood are influenced by its moisture content. This 228-page book, written by John F. Siau, provides information concerning the interactions between moisture, heat, and wood, probably the principle source of problems encountered in applications with wood. While this book can be used as a text and reference book for students and faculty in the wood technology field, it will also be helpful to engineers, architects, and designers who work with wood.


This manual contains definitive, practical information on the proper selection, application, and maintenance of exterior wood finishes, including: How manufacturing, design, and construction practices affect the surfaces of exterior wood products. How various types of finishes interact with wood surfaces. How weathering affects the wood and finished surface. How to select and apply various exterior wood finishes. How degradation and discoloration of exterior wood finishes occur and what methods can be used to prevent these problems. *Finishes for Exterior Wood* is an invaluable resource not only for finish applicators, but also for designers of exterior wood structures interested in understanding the various mechanisms that affect the service life of finished exterior wood products.


This book answers the request of our colleagues throughout the world who expressed the desire for a synthesized source of information on nondestructive evaluation of wood. Widely respected technical authorities were asked to prepare chapters dealing with their areas of expertise. Contents include: characteristics of wood, fundamental hypothesis, static bending nondestructive evaluation methods; transverse vibration and longitudinal stress wave nondestructive evaluation methods; acoustic emission and acousto-ultrasonics; proof loading; probing, drilling, and coring -- nondestructive evaluation methods; visual grading of softwood dimension lumber; mechanical grading of lumber; ultrasonic veneer grading; inspection of timber structures using stress wave timing nondestructive evaluation tools; and nondestructive evaluation of green materials -- recent research and development activities. Sections of the book originally appeared in technical journals, research reports, and various symposia proceedings. In addition more than 400 technical articles are cited in the chapters or listed in the Appendix.
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